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This section presents the motivation, research aims, hypotheses, and contributions
of this work as well as an outline of the rest of the thesis.
1.1 Motivation
We are required on a daily basis to estimate our position and motion in space by
centrally combining noisy, incomplete, and potentially conflicting or ambiguous,
information from both sensory sources (e.g. vestibular organs, visual, proprioceptive),
and non-sensory sources (e.g. efferent copy, cognition) [1-3]). This "spatial orientation"
is normally subconscious, and information from multiple sense organs is automatically
fused into perception [4]. As late as the early nineteenth century, very little was known
about the underlying mechanisms [5], and our understanding of some critical factors such
as such as how the brain resolves the tilt-translation ambiguity is only now beginning to
be understood.
The otolith organs function like a three-axis linear accelerometer, responding to
the vector difference between gravity and linear acceleration (GIF= g - a) [6]. How does
the brain separate gravity from linear acceleration? How does the brain combine cues
from disparate sensors to derive an overall perception of motion? What happens if these
sensors provide conflicting information?
Humans routinely perform balance tasks on a daily basis, sometimes in the
absence of visual cues. The inherent complexity of the tasks is evidenced by the wide
range of balance pathologies and locomotive difficulties experienced by people with
vestibular disorders [7]. Maintaining balance involves stabilizing the body's inverted
pendulum dynamics where the center of rotation (at the ankles) is below the center of
mass and the vestibular sensors are above the center of rotation (for example, swaying
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above the ground level or balancing during standing or walking). This type of swing
motion is also encountered in most fixed-wing aircraft and flight simulators, where the
pilot is above the center of roll. Swing motions where the center of mass and sensors are
below the center of rotation are encountered on a child's swing, and in some high-wing
aircraft and helicopters.
Spatial orientation tasks requiring central integration of sensory information are
ubiquitous in aerospace. Spatial disorientation, often triggered by unusual visual or flight
conditions, is attributed to around 10% of aviation accidents, and many of these are fatal
[8]. Simulator training is a key factor in establishing the supremacy of instrument-driven
flight information over vestibular and other human sensory cues in the absence of reliable
visual information. It therefore becomes important to ensure that simulators re-create
motion perceptions as accurately as possible. What cues can safely be ignored or
replaced with analogous cues? How realistic and consistent must a visual scene be to
maintain perceptual fidelity?
Spatial orientation is also a critical human factor in spaceflight. Orientation and
navigation are impaired by the lack of confirming gravitation cues in microgravity, as
sensory cues are misinterpreted and generate the incorrect motion perceptions. These
persist at least until the vestibular or central nervous system pathways adapt to the altered
gravity environment, however human navigation never fully adapts to the three-
dimensional frame [9]. There is a wealth of data describing the difficulties with balance,
gait, gaze control, and spatial orientation on return to Earth [10-13]. Post-flight ataxia (a
neurological sign of gross incoordination of motor movements) is a serious concern for
all returning space travellers for at least ten days [12]. This would be an even more
serious concern for newly arrived astronauts conducting operations extraterrestrial
environments after a long space flight [10]. What motion profiles in a lunar landing
simulator on Earth will best prepare astronauts for the real task in an altered gravity
environment?
Far from being a problem restricted to a human operator, the aerospace systems
themselves face the same challenge of integrating sensory information for navigation.
Modeling how the brain performs multi-sensory integration has analogies to how aircraft
and spacecraft perform this task, and in fact modellers have employed similar techniques.
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Thus, developments in modeling multi-sensory integration improve our understanding of
both the operator and the vehicle.
Specifically, this research is concerned with how human motion perception is
affected during swing motion when vestibular information is incomplete or ambiguous
(experiment 1), or when conflicting visual information is provided (experiment 2).
1.2 Research Aims
Since motion perception is believed to be derived from internal models that
combine cues from disparate sources, what happens when the cues are ambiguous or in
conflict? We designed two experiments in order to examine this question for swing
motion.
In the first experiment we examined the role of semicircular canal and y- and z-
axis forces (Figure 1.1) on subject perception when the head was displaced from the
rotation axis. Using sinusoidal tilt rotations, for some trials we chose paired sets of
frequencies and radial arm lengths such that the y-axis force from the linear acceleration
opposes the y-axis component of gravity. This allowed us to "null" the y-axis otolith
force. Additionally, for some trials where the y-axis force is nulled, we also nulled or
doubled the variation in the z-axis force using a complementary radial motion. Chapter 3
and Appendix B give more information these profiles.
In the second experiment we examined the role of visual and vestibular cues in
conflict by using a subset of the motion profiles from experiment 1. For some trials we
showed subjects a projected visual scene either at the same or a different radius from the
actual motion. Here we also examined subjects' confidence and ability to predict their
performance.
Finally, we compare the results of these experiments with estimates made by
particle filter and observer models. The limitations of these models are examined, and




Figure 1.1. Coordinate frame throughout this research. The y-axis and z-axis align with subject inter-aural
and dorso-ventral axes.
Specific Aims
Aim #1: Effect of Y-axis Nulling and Z-axis Nulling and Doubling
For y-axis nulling trials, the most direct indicator of a subject's horizontal translation (y-
axis force) is rendered theoretically undetectable. The addition of z-axis nulling or
doubling renders the z-axis contribution to an internal model ambiguous: the z-axis
nulling cue is more consistent with rotation closer to the center, while the z-axis doubling
cue is more consistent with rotation farther from the center. Are humans able to correctly
resolve their motion in these cases?
Hypothesis #1: If subjects employ an internal model, they should be able to
resolve their overall motion and thus perceive y-axis translation even in absence
of confirming y-axis otolith signals. Z-axis nulling or doubling will shift subject
perception to motions closer to the center (nulling), or farther from the center
(doubling), as part of the internal model.
Aim #2: Visual-Vestibular Interaction
When subjects are presented with visual and vestibular cues in agreement, will their
perceptions be closer to the actual motion? When visual and vestibular cues are in
conflict, which will have more influence on motion perception? Will subjects perceive
one sensation that combines all cues in a weighted sense, or will they experience bimodal
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or multi-modal perceptions? Will subjects be aware of the relative influence of the visual
scenes?
Hypothesis #2: Visual and vestibular cues in agreement will reduce errors in
perception, while conflicting visual and vestibular cues will increase their errors.
Visual and vestibular cues will both play a strong role in forming a single most-
likely overall perception of motion.
Aim #3: Geometric Consistency and Subject Experience
Are subjects biased towards motion perceptions that are internally geometrically
consistent? For example, is it more likely that a subject will perceive combinations of
translations and rotations consistent with motions that are physically possible? Are
subjects also influenced by their understanding of the capabilities of the device built up
during familiarization and training?
Hypothesis #3: Subjects' perception will represent their best estimate of their
overall motion, rather than being composed of individual estimates. As such, it is
likely to be geometrically consistent. Furthermore, subjects' knowledge of the
capabilities of a motion device will influence their perceptions by making them
more consistent with swing motions.
1.3 Thesis Outline
This Chapter presents the motivation for this study, research aims, and specific
contributions of this research. Chapter 2 provides a background on the vestibular system
and sensory integration, while Chapter 3 provides background on vision, sensation and
perception.
Chapter 4 presents the entirety of a paper that has been accepted for publication
in the Journal of Neurophysiology describing the first experiment. The paper is self-
contained with its own reference section in JNP format.
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Chapter 5 presents the entirety of a paper that has been submitted to the Journal
of Neurophysiology describing the second experiment. The paper is self-contained with
its own reference section in JNP format.
Chapter 6 describes predictions of particle filter and observer models, and the
inherent assumptions that causes them to deviate from our experimental results. It also
suggests a modification to the observer model which brings it into closer agreement with
the experiment.
Chapter 7 discusses the overall results and make some recommendations for
future research.
1.4 Contributions
The major contributions of this work include:
1. Highlighting the significant influence of z-axis forces on motion perception for
swing motions (experiment 1).
2. Demonstrating that geometric consistency and knowledge of a device play an
important role in generation of an internal model of motion (experiments 1 & 2).
3. Showing that subjects for swing motion at these frequencies are strongly
influenced by projected dynamic visual scenes, even when they conflict with
vestibular cues (experiment 2).
4. Demonstrating that subjects were not in general able to accurately detect the cue
conflicts, nor judge their cue biases (visual or vestibular) or performance
(experiment 2).
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2 Background: Vestibular Mechanisms and Models
This section will present some relevant background on the vestibular system,
sensory integration, neural representation, and the various models that have been
developed to describe vestibular function and central integration. See Appendix A for an
extended literature on neural encoding of signals, human navigation, and motion sickness
and adaptation.
2.1 Vestibular Organs
The vestibular system, composed of the otolith organs and semicircular canals, is
a primary contributor to motion perception, as well as reflexive eye movements such as
the vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR). The otoliths measure both translational accelerations
and the relative orientation of a gravitational field by sensing shear forces acting on the
otoconia. Each set of otoliths is composed of a saccule, which is aligned roughly
orthogonal to the inter-aural body axis, and the utricle, which is roughly orthogonal to the
dorso-ventral body axis. Acceleration and gravity (the gravito-inertial force, GIF = g - a)
cannot be directly distinguished by the otoliths [6]. As such, otolith cues are prone to
ambiguity, and some other information is required to disambiguate their signals [14-17].
The semicircular canals (SCC) are three orthogonally arranged fluid-filled rings
that are sensitive to angular accelerations normal to their plane. Viscosity of the fluid
acts as first level integration, so that the fluid displacement is approximately proportional
to head angular velocity [3]. This creates a cupula deflection, which in turn stimulates a
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set of several thousand sensory hair cells [3], allowing the SCC firing frequency to
approximately code head angular velocity for head movements.
In many conditions (unusual orientations, prolonged signals, very high or low
frequencies), the input response from the organs is not an accurate reflection of the
motion and orientation state [18]. Conflicts with other sensory modalities or illusions can
cause disorientation and motion sickness. For example, illusions associated with
perception of static tilt (Aubert and Mueller effects) can be attributed to simple non-linear
transformations of saccular information [19] or Bayesian processing [20].
2.2 Tilt-Translation Dissambiguation
Vestibular research goes back to Purkinje and Flourens and William Charles
Wells [5] in the 1 6th century who demonstrated the role of the semicircular canals in
assisting with balance. However, it was Ernst Mach and Josef Breuer in the 1860s who
are considered to have founded "modern" vestibular science by establishing the role of
the otoliths and canals in spatial orientation [21], and it was more recent still that we
began to develop an understanding about how otolith ambiguities are interpreted and
resolved.
Some initial evidence suggested that tilt and translation responses might be
evoked via simple low-pass filtering of the otolith signals [2, 22, 23]. Effectively, low
frequency (prolonged) otolith signals would be considered by the brain to arise from tilt,
whereas high-frequency signals would be considered by the brain to arise from
translation. However, findings have shown that semicircular canal roll cues might
influence tilt perception [24, 25] and, a growing body of evidence suggests that tilt and
translation perception was driven by semicircular canal and otolith signals [17, 26, 27].
Most of these studies focused on the contribution of y-axis (inter-aural) force components
while generally neglecting z-axis (dorso-ventral) force components.
2.3 Sensory Integration
In order to establish and track position and motion in space, the nervous system
must combine information from disparate sources including: visual, otolith and other
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graviceptors (such as those in the trunk and kidneys [16, 28]), the SCC, proprioceptive
(interoceptive awareness of body position), and muscle activation (efferent copy).
Mayne [2] and Guedry [29] were among the first to examine the relative contributions of
sensory information to this integration process. Guedry noted that labyrinthine defective
subjects have difficulty estimating their linear displacement magnitude and report only
tilting sensations when laterally translated on a sled, suggesting that the vestibular organs
are primarily responsible for translation perception, but other sensory systems may be
adequate to perceive tilt.
Grigg examined the contribution of muscle spindle fibers in detecting the length
and contractions or elongations of muscles [30]. Studies have even suggested the
existence of dedicated somatosensory receptors on soles of the feet or in kidneys [31].
Distribution of mechanical pressure on body ("seat of the pants") is also known to drive
orientation perception in pilots [32]. There also may be non-sensory influences to the
integration process, such as a bias introduced by an "idiotropic" G vector which favours
cues aligned with the body axis [33].
On Earth, sensory cues tend to be in agreement. However, when these cues
provide inconsistent information, central processing must establish a relative situational-
dependent weighting (for example in the Zupan model [17, 34]). In an altered gravity
environment where some of these sensory cues are inconsistent, unreliable, or absent,
spatial orientation tends to suffer [35]. Other conditions can also result in signals that are
conflictory or ambiguous. Off-vertical axis rotation (OVAR) creates a percept of being
translated along conical path as the sense of rotation subsides. The verticality
misjudgements during OVAR are caused by a dynamic perceptual component resulting
from canal-otolith interaction, superimposed on tilt-related component that would also be
expressed under stationary conditions [36]. Cue conflicts can also cause a lag in
perceptual response [24].
How is information from sensory inputs neurally combined? Many methods have
been suggested from weighted vector summation to ratio estimation [37], and the method
used may depend on the neural representation and task. For example, the Aubert effect is
much lower for a luminous bar-setting task than for direct body tilt reporting [38] [39],
suggesting that the underlying signal processing may be different.
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2.4 Cue Reinterpretation in Spaceflight
The transition to weightlessness during spaceflight produces a condition similar to
the nulling profile in our experiments, where rotational (SCC) cues are transduced in the
absence of complementary otolith cues. The resulting symptoms include motions
sickness, visual illusions, and disorientation. It is estimated that 50-70% of astronauts
suffer space sickness symptoms in the first few days of spaceflight [40]. Provocative
head movements increase the rate and magnitude of onset, so many astronauts refrain
from making head movements as much as possible in the first few days [41]. This
reduces early mission productivity: indeed, space missions never schedule extra-vehicular
activity during the first few days due to the danger of motion sickness that can prove fatal
in a space suit. Ironically, the restricted head movements may also delay adaptation to
microgravity conditions.
These same symptoms are consistent with those found on Earth after sustained
exposure to higher G level (called "earthsickness"). For example, Nooij tested subjects
in centrifugation and reported that 60 min at 3G was enough to reproduce many of the
same symptoms associated with adaptation to microgravity [42]. European D-l
astronauts mentioned close similarities between symptoms of Space Adaptation Sickness
(SAS) during space flight and the symptoms they experienced after sustained exposure to
a higher gravitational level (i.e. 3G on a centrifuge). The symptoms appeared even after
the cessation of motion, indicating an adaptive process [43]. Clement tested different
motion conditions and found that the neural strategies adopted by astronauts were
specifically designed to cope with different cues present in spaceflight [9]. In fact, SAS
is not unique to the spaceflight environment at all, but rather a general adaptation
mechanism to altered gravity conditions. The fact that a lack of head movements
prevents conditioning indicates that the sensory conflict actually drives the adaptation,
and that the spatial orientation system can self-correct. Appendix A includes an
expanded discussion of SAS and models of sensory re-interpretation.
2.5 Effect of z-axis forces
In normal roll (or pitch) motions, there is a change in the z-axis force component
in addition to changes in the principal y-axis (or x-axis) linear acceleration and angular
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acceleration. Very few studies have examined this component; this was a primary
objective of experiment 1.
Merfeld and Park examined VOR and perceptual responses during translation and
tilt and in combined tilt and translation [44, 45]. They found that motion perception and
action (VOR) employed qualitatively different mechanism; whereas perceived tilt and
translation depended on canal as well as otolith cues, translational VOR was consistent
with a simple filtering of otolith signals. However, this study did not consider the effect
of the z-axis component.
MacDougall and colleagues examined the effect of the z-axis force component by
comparing ocular torsion evoked by two motion paradigms during roll-tilt and
centrifugation [46] when the y-axis force component was the same, but the z-axis forces
differed. They showed that the z-axis component had a significant influence on
vestibular action; however, since motion perception seems to be driven by different
mechanisms, this does not necessarily translate into a perceptual effect.
2.6 Thresholds and direction
The sensitivity of the sensors and scale of the noise determines the lower level of
reliability and sets a threshold below which signals should have no contribution. This
work assumes an otolith threshold of detection of 5 mG based on work by Meiry [47],
Benson [48, 49], and Jonkees and Groen [50]. Does the orientation of the force matter, or
are all motions perceived in the same way?
Malcolm and Melvill Jones found that humans seated upright in helicopters and
vertical motion simulators frequently made erroneous judgments of their movement
direction even when they could detect their motions [51]. They surmised that because
there is a constant vertical force on Earth, the difference for an applied acceleration to the
resulting GIF vector is much lower with vertical as compared with horizontal motions.
This suggests that there was a low signal-to-noise ratio (Weber's law), where the size of
the starting stimulus determines the just-noticeable difference (JND) [52]. Precht also
suggested that otolith pre-loading in a vertical orientation may play an important role
[53].
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Based on the anatomical arrangement, the utricle is insensitive to GIF changes
along the z-axis. And even the saccule may not be very sensitive along the z-axis due to
the arrangement of hair cells. Therefore, this paucity of vertical representation may
reside in the end organ rather than at a higher cognitive level. This may be due to a
general lack of need - humans rarely need to make an estimate of motion in the z-
direction. Indeed, Markmiller and Young found that in the one task where perception of
z-axis GIF would be critical - during high downward accelerations that would be
associated with falls - subjects anticipated their displacement during path integration,
perhaps as a strategy designed to trigger earlier corrective action [54]. Other studies
have found similar deficiencies in directional discrimination along the z-axis [55, 56].
These results suggest that in experiment 1, even if the z-axis cues are above
threshold and can be detected, they may not provide a directional cue. However, this
does not necessarily mean that they would play a diminished role in an internal model.
2.7 Expectation, Knowledge, and Priors
Expectation has been demonstrated to play a role in suppressing motion sickness
[57] - does it also influence motion perception? If so, this could have an implication for
how subjects familiarized through training would interpret their motion. Furthermore,
even without direct knowledge of the capabilities of the motion device, will subjects'
perception be influenced by prior probability distributions ("priors"), as a result of
motions most commonly experienced in everyday life?
Estimation errors have often been attributed to expectation. Studies on inertial
navigation in gerbils and humans have found a significant regression to the mean of
perceived distance traversed [33]: when subjects moved at a speed below normal walking
speed, they overestimated the distance they had traveled (and vice-versa). Perceptual
lags have been recorded for roll-tilt and centrifuge studies; interestingly, there is less of a
lag for ramp-down, indicating a bias towards a static (no motion) state [29].
Knowledge of a motion device has also been shown to significantly influence
motion perception [58]. Perceptions of body tilt should normally be experienced during
linear sled motion profiles in darkness are suppressed by knowledge that the device in
question is incapable of such motions.
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3 Background on Sensation and Perception
This Chapter presents background on human sensation and perception, vision,
visual-vestibular interaction, and magnitude estimation.
3.1 Sensation and Perception
Perception can exist without cognitive awareness of sensory stimulation (i.e.
"sensationless perception") [59]. Indeed, it is entirely possible for sensory organs to be
stimulated in such a way that they do not form a conscious percept. However, the flip
side of the coin does not usually follow: perception does not normally arise without
sensory information. Even the "extrasensory perception" sometimes perceived by the
blind as an "obstacle sense" (and felt as vision) has been attributed to auditory echo
detection [60]. Blind people occasionally form mental images of objects in front of them
without realizing what senses have generated it. However, even when it is seemingly
unambiguous to us, perception can (and often does) arise from incomplete and conflicting
information, and follows directly from detecting and processing this information.
Processing is confounded by problems of combining sensory information of
widely varying types and magnitudes. How does an observer develop and maintain a
constant perception in everyday life on the basis of continually changing sensations of
easily measured variables such as the intensity of light, sound, odor, and touch? The
stimulation of receptors (and the presumed sensations) should vary tremendously under
such conditions. Additionally, the fluctuations in sensory input stimuli do not always
arise due to changes in stimuli [61]. For example, an object is perceived as constant in
color and shape, despite changing light intensities. The feel of an object does not appear
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to change despite changing pressure stimuli. Similarly, the origin of a sound does not
appear to change despite changing sound intensity. In some conditions, signals from
sensation receptors match the magnitude of physical stimuli: for example, the otoliths
should be able to directly detect short duration, earth-horizontal linear translation with
subject's head in upright position. However, much of the time the output is not veridical
to the stimulus. The motile receptors - eyes, mouth, and hands - actively explore a
stimulus to isolate, and in doing so constantly change the input at the receptor level so as
to isolate the invariants of the input over time. Moreover, the same information is often
detected by multiple sensory systems, and these can occasionally provide conflicting
information. All this highlights the fact that perception does not arise directly from
sensation: it must be cognitively filtered and modulated.
Perception is calibrated by experience, and can improve through learning [61].
Experience allows sensory input to be processed, identified, categorized, memorized,
disregarded, and organized into a "perceptual library". A failure to do so may even result
in pathology: it has been suggested that autism may result from a failure to adequately
parse the incoming information [62]. Interestingly, perception is individualistic and
certain properties are impossible to regard as invariant. For example, it is possible to test
that humans can distinguish and identify relationships between colors, but it is impossible
to determine how they are actually perceived.
3.2 Vision
Humans are highly reliant on their visual senses for co-ordinating spatial tasks.
We would therefore expect it to play a central role in spatial orientation and be weighted
highly in an internal model. Visual information can often correct illusions that would be
caused by vestibular information (for example the somatogravic pitch illusion where
pilots perceive their forward linear acceleration as backward pitch) [3].
Visual information about body motion and attitude is provided in several forms.
Optic flow specifies information about relative motion with respect to the surround; this
information can complement SCC signals; large visual flows can induce a motion percept
in the opposite direction (vection). The main source of uncertainty in optic flow is the
inherent scale ambiguity in the distance to the texture elements [63]. Pilots often have
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trouble distinguishing between small bushes at low level or trees higher up. It may be
difficult to visually judge altitude when flying over an empty dessert or calm water. Are
those moving particles a cloud of dust or stars zooming past? A well-known reference
such as a human figure often helps resolve these ambiguities. Interestingly, if an object is
positively identified, its size appears relatively constant despite the fact that its size on the
retina varies tremendously with distance (size constancy).
Frame and polarity cues are built in to most scenes in our daily lives. Most
anthropogenic structures are composed straight lines, but even nature often conforms.
Some visual cues such as the horizon can be used to make a direct estimate of the
orientation of gravity [64]. A luminous frame in the dark is sufficient to provide a strong
polarizing orientation cue for a vertical rod-setting task [65]. Early studies by Asch and
Witkin tested upright subjects in tilted rooms and observing luminous frames in space
[66]. In a rod-setting task, subjects tend to set the rod to the frontoparallel plane in such a
way as to appear vertical. Their visually perceived vertical (VPV) showed significant
offset bias towards the luminous frame (field dependence), supporting a predominance of
visual framework over postural factors in perception of upright. Also, it should be noted
that while a frame has often been treated as a unitary Gestalt object, studies by Li and
Matin have found that the individual lines are much more influential than their overall
sum [67]. A line initially perceived as vertical will continue to be perceived as vertical
often until the tilt exceeds 45 degrees, at which point it will be perceived as horizontal.
Even a single, peripherally presented stationary line has almost as much (90 % or more)
of the influence of a full frame.
3.3 Visio-vestibular interactions
Vision has the capacity to influence vestibular perception, and the reverse is also
true: vestibular cues can directly influence visual perception, even causing illusions of
motion [68]. The elevator illusion occurs when stationary visible objects appear to rise
when the GIF is increased in magnitude along z-axis [69, 70]. It is thought to be caused
by a combination of neck proprioception and otolith organ activity. Jenkin et al. found
that when supine subjects were tilted back 90 degrees with the entire room, they
perceived that they and the room were upright with respect to gravity but a "mystery
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force" aligned with the relative orientation of gravity [71]. This effect was used to drive
perceptions as early as the "haunted swing" in the 1890s, where visual illusions were
used to drive riders' perception of upright.
Visual knowledge can persist in influencing motion perception even when the
cues are no longer present: Isreal found that subjects performing path integration during
passive whole body displacement anticipated arrival when they had viewed the object on
the outbound path before being blindfolded [72]. There is also evidence that subjects'
visual reports may be regressed towards the mean for angle estimation tasks: humans
have a tendency for systematic overestimation of small angles and underestimation of
obtuse angles [73].
Kaptein and Van Gisbergen studied the transition between visual and vestibular
space perception by testing subjects tilted in darkness [74]. They found the expected
Aubert effect (underestimation of tilt angle, A effect) in subjects up to 130 degrees of tilt
and an abrupt transition towards errors of the opposite sign (Mueller or E effect) after
that. In A/E transition zone, the response was bi-stable with reports indicating A or E in
different subjects and on different trials. In effect, frame lines attract tilt perception at
low angles, but repel it at high angles. In a related experiment, Vingerhoets et al.
investigated the effect of tilt sensation of subjects in darkness compared to when a
luminous frame presented a series of tilt angles from 0 to 90 degrees in 10 degree
increments [75]. The SVV was identical when they were aligned, but offset when they
did not align in a symmetrical pattern. They proposed that the Mittlestaedt idiotropic
(body axis-aligned) prior or a Bayesian effect could explain the periodic frame effect.
While the idiotropic vector internally biases SVV towards alignment with the body's
longitudinal axis, the Bayesian scheme has the SVV dependent on the properties of the
sensors. The visual cues were weighted higher when they were closer in alignment with
the vestibular cues: the influence of visual cues was stronger when they were interpreted
by subjects to corroborate (rather than discount) the vestibular cues. This suggests that
consistent cues may play a stronger role in an internal model than ambiguous ones.
Appendix A includes an expanded literature review of errors in visual-line setting tasks.
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3.4 Magnitude Estimation
Stevens' psychophysical law proposes that equal stimulus ratios will produce
equal subjective perceptual ratios [59]. This is an extension of the Weber-Fechner law,
which proposed that the just-noticeable difference (JND) was roughly proportional to the
stimulus intensity. The psychophysical law can be formally stated as a logarithmic
relationship between the detectable difference, R, and stimulus intensity:
R= k *log (S/So), (3.1)
where k is a proportionality constant that depends on the type of stimulation and
the units used, S is the new stimulus, and So is the base stimulus.
Stevens identified two types of stimulus that could be classified into distinctive
perceptual categories. A prothetic stimulus (Class I) is perceptually quantitative in nature
(i.e. sound volume or a distance estimation). A metathetic stimulus (Class II) is
perceptually qualitative in nature (i.e. sound pitch or colour). In the present experiment,
we are only concerned with prothetic stimuli (angles and distances), resulting in a power
function psychophysical law, where equal stimulus ratios produce equal sensation ratios.
This is analogous to the case of volume, where a reduction of ten decibels corresponds to
a 90% decrease in physical power (10 dB). This relationship can be formalized as:
Sensation = A*(Stimulus) n, (3.2)
where A is the proportionality constant, and n depends on the type of stimulation
(n = log(S)/log(R)).
Note that for prothetic stimuli, ratio scaling is not equal to the just noticeable
difference increase (i.e. an increase in length by 100 JNDs would be perceived as greater
than 50 JNDs applied twice). Often subjects cannot equalize intervals on category scales
even if instructed to do so because their ability to differentiate magnitudes varies over the
scale. For example, subjects can easily differentiate 0.5 and 1 second, but not 3.5 from 4
seconds [59]. Additionally, time order errors and hysteresis have been found for
judgement of prothetic stimuli: the second of two equal stimuli tended to be judged as
greater than the first, and the direction along the magnitude scale may be important [76].
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Magnitude estimation takes several experimental forms. Ratio estimation
involves a direct judgment of stimuli into pre-specified categories (for example, half or
double the original). Conversely, ratio production involves subjects adjusting a stimulus
to fit a prescribed ratio with the previous. Judgments can also be based on a fixed
modulus, either assigned by the experimenter or subject (e.g. 10 for the first stimulus),
and subsequent judgments are relative to the baseline. Other forms of magnitude
estimation (such as fractionation, where a given stimulus is subdivided by subjects) are
less common.
In this work, we are primarily interested in the ability of our subjects to judge
lengths and distances; the psychophysical law takes the form:
D' = KD", (3.3)
where D' is the estimated distance, K is a constant, D is the actual distance, and n
indicates distance constancy or the acceleration of the function with perception for a
given increase in distance. Previous experiments have shown that the reporting method
(direct estimation or ratio estimation) can have a significant effect on the expansion
exponent [77-79]. Additionally, learning strongly influences the expansion exponent,
bringing it closer to unity with experience [59, 78, 80]. Direct estimation, combined with
a training regime, generally produces the smallest expansion coefficients; it is therefore
our method of choice for this work.
3.5 Magnitude Estimation in Parallel Swing Studies
Both direct estimation and ratio estimation methods have been used in parallel
swing studies. Parallel swing studies using ratio estimation have demonstrated large
expansion exponents (n = 1.4-2.2) and large inter-subject variations [79]. Moreover, they
found that the expansion exponent was not constant for a subject, but was rather a
function of head orientation. They suggested that this variation in the power law
exponent arose as a result of a calibration error in central integration when subjects are
not aligned obliquely to the swing motion. If the physical stimulus intensity changes
result from an alignment of the sensors, there must be a multi-stage compensatory
response. Parker also found that lack of knowledge of the motion device expanded the
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range and variance of the magnitude estimation function [79]. Conversely, experience,
training, and knowledge about the motion device shrank the magnitude estimation
function range and reduced reporting variance. This provides support for our choice of
direct estimation reinforced by training.
What about direct estimation studies? Guedry and Harris (with direct estimation
but blindfolded subjects) found large inter-subject variations, but only a slight
overestimation of translation, corresponding to an expansion coefficient generally
between 0.8 and 1.2 [18]. Studies with trained subjects have shown expansion
coefficients even closer to 1 and lower reporting variance [18, 81 ].
MOTION PERCEPTION WITH CONGRUENT AND CONFLICTING VISUAL AND
VESTIBULAR CUES
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Chapter Four
4 Experiment 1: Motion perception with ambiguous
y- and z- axis cues
Experiment 1 examines the effect of y-axis and z-axis forces on motion
perception during swing motions on the MEEI tilt device (see Appendix B for more
information on the device). This Chapter is a self-contained reproduction of our paper
that has been accepted for publication in the Journal of Neurophysiology.
Supplementary information on subject training is presented in Appendix K.
For each experiment, we tested ten subjects in three sessions (see Figure 4.1).
Each session consisted of twelve randomly-ordered trials. Each trial lasted about 4
minutes, and there was a sub-threshold position adjustment taking about one and a half
minutes between each trial. At a total experimental time of over an hour (plus setup,
familiarization, training, etc.), this was near the limit of subject endurance in terms of
motivation and fatigue.
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Abstract: Using a variable-radius roll swing motion
paradigm, we examined the influence of inter-aural (y-
axis) and dorso-ventral, (z-axis) force modulation on
perceived tilt and translation by measuring perception of
horizontal translation, roll tilt, and distance from center of
rotation (radius) at 0.45 and 0.8 Hz using standard
magnitude estimation techniques (primarily verbal reports)
in darkness. Results show that motion perception was
significantly influenced by both y- and z-axis forces.
During constant radius trials, subjects' perceptions of tilt
and translation were generally almost veridical. By
selectively pairing radius (1.22 m and 0.38 m) and
frequency (0.45 and 0.8 Hz, respectively), the y-axis
acceleration could be tailored in opposition to gravity so
that the combined y-axis gravitoinertial force (GIF)
variation at the subject's ears was reduced to about 0.035
m/s 2 - in effect, the y-axis GIF was "nulled" below
putative perceptual threshold levels. With y-axis force
nulling, subjects overestimated their tilt angle and
underestimated their horizontal translation and radius. For
some trials a radial linear acceleration at twice the tilt
frequency (0.25 m/s 2 at 0.9 Hz, 0.13 m/s 2 at 1.6 Hz) was
simultaneously applied to reduce the z-axis force
variations caused by centripetal acceleration and by
changes in the z-axis component of gravity during tilt. For
other trials, the phase of this radial linear acceleration was
altered in order to double the magnitude of the z-axis force
variations. Z-axis force nulling further increased the
perceived tilt angle and further decreased perceived
horizontal translation and radius relative to the y-axis
nulling trials, while z-axis force doubling had the opposite
effect. Subject reports were remarkably geometrically
consistent; an observer model-based analysis suggests that
perception was influenced by their knowledge of swing
geometry.
INTRODUCTION
Spatial orientation in humans requires central multi-
sensory integration of motion cues (Lackner and DiZio
2005; Mayne 1974; Young 1984) from both sensory (e.g.,
vision, vestibular organs, and proprioception), and non-
sensory sources (e.g., efferent copy, cognition). One
reason for this is that sensory information in isolation can
be ambiguous. For example, the otolith organs, like all
linear accelerometers, cannot intrinsically separate linear
acceleration from gravity. Rather, they measure the
combined gravito-inertial force, defined as the difference
between gravity and acceleration (GIF = g - a). Therefore
additional information is required to disambiguate tilt from
translation in darkness.
Motions experienced in everyday life combine tilts and
translations that require us to distinguish them. For
example, a typical child's swing introduces an off-axis
sinusoidal pitching motion where in the steady state the
naso-occipital component of linear acceleration is
cancelled almost exactly by the naso-occipital component
of gravity. Motions combining tilt and translation above
or below an axis of rotation are common in aircraft and
flight simulators. Even more universal is the reverse
situation, where the head is above the rotation axis and the
forces combine in the inverted-pendulum gait mechanics
exemplified by walking. How do we resolve these tilt and
translation cues?
In many cases of combined tilts and translations, the
otolith signal along the axis of motion cannot be the main
source of tilt and translation estimates because the net GIF
is close to zero (e.g. in some swing motions). This implies
a necessary contribution of information from other sensors
(e.g. semicircular canals), or from the otoliths along a
different axis (e.g. the z-axis) to resolve our motion. It has
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been shown that angular acceleration cues provided by the
semicircular canals and gravito-inertial cues provided by
the otoliths are primary contributors to tilt and translation
perception (Glasauer 1995; Lewis et al. 2008; Merfeld et
al. 2005a; Merfeld et al. 2005b; Stockwell and Guedry
1970; von Hoist and Grisebach 1951), and also contribute
to vestibulo-ocular reflexes (Angelaki et al. 1999; Merfeld
et al. 1999). However, studies to date have generally only
considered the contribution of otolith stimuli in the
horizontal head plane (i.e., oriented perpendicular to
gravity along the y-axis). Here we consider also the
contribution of otolith stimuli along the dorso-ventral axis
(i.e. parallel to gravity along the z-axis).
For roll swing motions like those utilized in our
previous study (Merfeld et al., 2005b), when the head is
displaced from the rotation axis, it is both tilted and
translated, yielding varying y-axis and z-axis (Figure 1)
force cues and roll rotation cues. When this motion is
sinusoidal, it is possible to choose paired sets of
frequencies and radial arm lengths such that the y-axis
force from the linear acceleration opposes the y-axis
component of gravity (Merfeld et al., 2005b) so that the
sum at the level of the ears is reduced below the perceptual
threshold. The y-axis force is thus perceptually "nulled",
and the only remaining cues are the modulating z-axis
forces and semi-circular canal rotation cues.
+zA
Figure 1. Experimental coordinate frame. The y-axis and z-axis align
with subject inter-aural and dorso-ventral axes.
To what extent do the z-axis forces that remain
contribute to perceived tilt and translation? Specifically,
what happens when, in addition to the y-axis force nulling,
there is no z-axis force modulation? For swing motions,
the z-axis force modulation occurs at twice the harmonic
frequency of the tilt and translation stimuli so it would not
be expected to be sufficient to distinguish tilt from
translation without other information, yet theoretically
these z-axis forces provide a motion cue that is correlated
with the overall motion pattern. Therefore, we
hypothesized that this z-axis cue might influence the
perception of tilt and translation, particularly when y-axis
forces were nulled.
We have found only one study that examined the
influence of such z-axis forces. MacDougall and
colleagues compared ocular torsion evoked by two motion
paradigms: 1) roll-tilt motions on a tilt-chair and 2)
centripetal linear acceleration during constant velocity
rotation on a fixed-chair centrifuge (MacDougall et al.
1999). The magnitude of the y-axis force component was
the same for both paradigms, but the z-axis forces were
different. They found that the static ocular torsion (ocular
counterolling) was significantly higher during
centrifugation (where there was a higher z-axis force), and
suggested that the z-axis force might play a role in
resolving the tilt-translation ambiguity for vestibular action
(VOR). Given that human perception can be influenced by
mechanisms different from those that drive VOR (Merfeld
et al., 2005a, 2005b), would such z-axis forces also
influence perception of tilt and translation?
In order to examine the perceptual role of z-axis forces,
we designed novel motion paradigms to expand upon the
previously published y-axis "nulling" profile (Merfeld et
al. 2005b). Perceived tilt and translation responses evoked
at two frequencies (0.45 and 0.8 Hz) were studied over a
wider range of radial arm lengths. In some profiles when
the y-axis GIF was nulled, we also introduced sinusoidal
radial translations at twice the tilt harmonic frequency. In
one case, the phase of the z-axis acceleration was chosen
so that this acceleration cancelled the z-axis force
modulations caused by the centrifugal and gravitational
forces. In the second case, the phase of z-axis acceleration
was chosen such that it doubled the z-axis GIF
modulations (Figure 2).
General swing motion
Y-axis GIF not nulled Y-axis GIF nulled
Z axis GIF nonnmal (SO) Z xis GIF norm alYN) Z-xs GIF nulled Zaxis GIF doubd(ZD
Figure 2. Our motion profiles. SO = swing only; YN = y-axis force
nulling; ZN = z-axis force nulling; ZD = y-axis force doubling.
METHODS
Using a motorized, servo-controlled swing device
(Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary tilt device,
Neurokinetics, Inc, Pittsburgh, PA) we utilized a motion
paradigm that combined tilt and translation to generate a y-
axis GIF that varied with radial arm length. The peak tilt
angle was 10", and the subject's ear canal position with
respect to the rotation center was varied from 20 cm above
(+20 cm) to 122 cm below (-122 cm). For some trials
(Fig. 2 categories YN, ZN, & ZD), we matched the tilt
frequency with a specific radial distance (-38 cm for 0.8
Hz and -122 cm for 0.45 Hz, respectively) from the center
of rotation to the subject's ear so that the y-axis otolith
signal (GIF) was nulled below threshold. Additionally, for
some of these trials (Fig 2, ZN & ZD) we applied a phase-
locked sinusoidal radial translation at twice the frequency
tilt motion.
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We selected 0.8 Hz for direct comparison to a previous
study (Merfeld et al. 2005b), and 0.45 Hz because it was
the lowest frequency where it was possible to null the y-
axis force using our tilt device. This makes the radius and
translation for y-axis nulling as large as possible, which, in
turn, makes the subject reports as large as possible, which
we expected to increase the signal to noise ratio. (See
magnitude estimation below.) Each trial included ramp-up
and ramp-down periods of about one minute each, and a
steady-state component of about one and a half minutes.
The MEEI tilt device
The MEEI tilt device is capable of linear motion
(translation) along the subject's z-axis as well as tilt
motion about the center of rotation, as shown in Figure 3.
The device could command tilt with an accuracy of less
than a tenth of a degree, and translation with an accuracy
of around a tenth of a millimeter. Subjects were restrained
by side clamps, a 5 point harness, and by an MRI shoulder
and head mask (Aquaplast, Inc. thermoplastic 4.8mm
disposable S-frame: part number RT-1992SD) individually
moulded to each subject, which minimized head
movement.
Figure 3. MEEI tilt device motion capability.
Motion paradigms
While seated in an upright position, subjects were
passively swung in roll tilt with their external ear canals at
predetermined distances between +20 cm (above) and -122
cm (below) the center of rotation. The swing-only (with
no radial translation) motion paradigm was similar to the
one used in the previous experiment (Merfeld et al.
2005b). The derivation, simulation, and experimental
validation of the paradigm are presented in detail in the
Appendix. Since the roll motion was sinusoidal with a
peak tilt angle of 10', the y-axis gravity force component
was predominantly sinusoidal and had the same amplitude
for all trials (1.70 m/s 2). The y-axis acceleration
contributed by the steady-state sinusoidal motion was also
sinusoidal, but the amplitude varied with radius (i.e. the
location of the subject's ear height relative to the center of
rotation). The y-axis acceleration opposed gravity when
the subject' ear was below the axis of rotation, and added
to gravity when the subject's ear was above the axis of
rotation, where the total y-axis GIF reached a maximum of
almost 2 m/s 2 (at +20 cm).
Y-AXIS NULLING (Fig. 2 category YN). When the
subject's ear was below the center of rotation, the y-axis
acceleration was always in opposition to the y-axis
component of gravity, and they almost completely
cancelled at the nulling radius (-122 cm for 0.45 Hz or -38
cm for 0.8 Hz). However, a Taylor series small angle
approximation of the y-axis gravitational force sensed by
the otoliths, noise, and ramp-up considerations (see
Appendix) meant that the y-axis GIF could not be
completely eliminated, but instead reduced below the
putative detection threshold. These thresholds depend on
the orientation of subjects relative to gravitational vector
and apparatus used (Greven et al. 1974; Gundry 1978), but
for motions similar to our profiles, reported thresholds are
around 0.063, 0.057, and 0.15 m/s2, in the x-, y-, and z-
axes, respectively (Benson et al. 1989; Benson et al. 1986;
Jongkees and Groen 1946).
Theoretical calculations predicted that the y-axis GIF
amplitude at the tilt frequency should be less than 0.035
m/s 2,  which was confirmed by accelerometer
measurements. The z-axis GIF amplitude at twice the tilt
frequency was 0.25 m/s 2 . Intermittent and transient
components, especially those of high frequency, are
stochastic (i.e., noisy and/or random) and therefore
unlikely to provide information sufficient for motion
discrimination. Note that the total resultant GIF variation
was also around 0.25 m/s2 for both 0.45 and 0.8 Hz (see
Appendix for details).
Z-AXIS NULLING (Fig. 2 category ZN). For some
trials in which the y-axis force variations were nulled, we
added an additional z-axis acceleration using a
simultaneous phase-locked radial sinusoidal translation at
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twice the frequency of the tilt oscillation (+/- 2 mm at 1.6
Hz for the 0.8 Hz tilt and +/- 6.3 mm at 0.9 Hz for the 0.45
Hz tilt). The acceleration generated by this radial motion
always opposed the combined z-axis gravity component
and centripetal acceleration. With this additional radial
acceleration, the total resultant z-axis GIF summed to a
constant mean value of 9.88 m/s2 (mildly hypergravic),
with theoretically predicted variations having an amplitude
of 0.012 m/s 2 for both 0.45 and 0.8 Hz. The y-axis and z-
axis forces are phase-locked and vary with different
frequencies. The y-axis force reaches it maximum when
the z-axis force deviation from the mean is zero and vice
versa. Therefore, the maximal variations in the resultant
force are the same as the y-axis force component.
Z-AXIS DOUBLING (Fig. 2 category ZD). We also
tested subjects using a z-axis force doubling profile where
we reversed the phase of the additional z-axis translation.
Similar to the z-axis nulling, this doubling profile
increased the mean z-axis GIF slightly (9.88 m/s ), but
yielded an increase in the z-axis variations to an amplitude
of 0.5 m/s 2, well above any purported thresholds for
detection. We chose to modify the z-axis force only when
the y-axis force was nulled to avoid confounds with the y-
axis otolith signals, and because pilot studies indicated that
z-axis forces might have the greatest effect when the y-axis
forces provided less information.
Subjects and instructions
Ten healthy subjects (4 male, 6 female) were pre-
screened as "normal" via standard clinical vestibular tests
(caloric, rotation, EquiTest posturography, and Hallpike
positional testing). All subjects signed an informed
consent consistent with institutional procedures prior to
participation. The subjects were between 23 and 64 years
old (mean ± SD: 32 ± 11 yrs) and half of them (4 male, 1
female) had experience in other motion experiments at
MEEI.
Subjects were instructed on the capabilities of the
motion device and familiarized with the range of motions.
They then took a pencil and paper distance and angle
estimation test where they received feedback regarding
the distances and angles after the test. They were then
instructed about reporting motion perception. Specifically,
five questions were asked during training and during the
experiment. Subjects were explicitly instructed to report
motions relative to the bridge of their nose.
1. What is the maximal side-to-side translation you are
experiencing?
2. If you feel like you are tilting, what is your best
estimate of the distance to the center of rotation?
3. Relative to the floor, what is the maximal vertical
difference between the top and bottom of your motion
path?
4. What is the maximal
experiencing?
5. What is the maximal
experiencing?
head tilt to the left you are
head tilt to the right you are
These questions were expanded from a set used in a
previous experiment (Merfeld et al. 2005b). Question 2
was added because the roll radius remains fixed
throughout a motion profile (unlike tilt angle and position),
and can only be determined by combining multiple sources
of sensory information. We therefore surmised that it
would be a good indicator of a subject's awareness of their
overall motion. The majority of the subjects were most
familiar in reporting distances in inches, so all subjects
were required to report all distances in inches and all
angles in degrees, although distances have been converted
into SI units for presentation.
In addition to the verbal reports, each subject's
dynamic tilt perception was recorded by having them keep
a somatosensory tilt bar level with their perceived Earth
horizontal (Park et al. 2006). The somatosensory signals
were measured using a potentiometer and sampled at 60
Hz for an angle discriminate of less than a tenth of a
degree. This task also served to maintain subject alertness
and verify compliance.
Magnitude estimation and training
Subject reports were based on a direct estimation
magnitude estimation task using real values (inches) rather
than ratios. Without training, this method often yields
non-linear scaling errors as the expansion of the perception
domain increase with the increase in stimulus magnitude
(Class I stimulus as defined by Stevens for his
psychophysical law: Sensation = A x (Stimulus)n (Stevens
1957). To counteract this, some previous studies have
used a subject-selected modulus and ratio scaling (Parker
et al. 1979); however these studies have often shown
higher expansion moduli (1.4-2.2) than studies that used a
directly familiar scale such as inches. While lack of
knowledge about a device expands the estimation range
and increases reporting variance, experience and
knowledge (i.e. training), have been demonstrated to
shrink the range and reduce variance by reducing
cognitively mediated biases (Burgard and Kuznicki 1990;
Laming 1997; Stevens 1957; Wertheim et al. 2001). We
therefore expected untrained subjects to have high
reporting variances, and implemented a training regime to
reduce them.
For the experimental sessions, the subjects were trained
on twelve representative motion profiles (6 in light
followed by 6 in darkness) over the entire range of radial
distances and for peak tilt angles between 5 and 250, even
though only 100 was examined in the experiment (see
Table 1). During training, subjects were asked to report
their perceived motion by answering questions 1-2 and 4-
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5. Question 3 was omitted during training because the
subjects could see that the vertical translation was very
small during the lighted trials and we didn't want the
subjects to learn to expect small vertical translations.
Before the second and third sessions, a shorter training
session consisting of 6 trials (3 light, 3 dark) was
administered to re-familiarize the subjects with the device
capabilities and to recalibrate their perceived motion
reports.
The training was successful in helping subjects to
accurately report their perceived motion in light and dark.
The experienced subjects performed much better at the
start of training than the inexperienced subjects, but by the
end of the training session all subjects were consistently
reporting with less than 10% error in the dark (down from
over 50% in some cases), except for questions 1 and 2 in
the y-axis nulling cases (T3 and T8), as also observed
during the experiment (see results). The errors on
subsequent training sessions started out much lower,
indicating that the influence of training persisted for at
least two to three days, which was typically the time
between test sessions.
We also tested 6 untrained subjects for comparison.
The untrained subjects showed the same patterns as trained
subjects, although their reporting variance was indeed
much higher. Training significantly reduced the average
standard deviation of perceived angle, translation, and
radius reports from 13.70 to 8.80 (p < 0.01), 37 cm to 19
cm (p < 0.02), and 71 cm to 49 cm (p < 0.05), respectively
using paired t-tests. Untrained subjects also had a much
greater tendency to overestimate their tilt angle (by 80 on
average compared with 30 in trained subjects).
Experiment sessions
The experiment consisted of three sessions of training
followed by 12 randomly ordered (but the same across
subjects) trials: four at 0.8 Hz for and eight at 0.45 Hz (See
Table 1). Each subject was tested about the same time
each day, and were requested to avoid alcohol
consumption during the prior 24 hours (and asked about
compliance).
Statistical Analysis
Paired t-tests were performed in Systat (v. 12, Systat
Software Inc, San Jose, CA) to determine significance of
the independent variables on the dependent variables.
Additionally, a hierarchical mixed regression model was
used to quantify the magnitude of these effects.
Table 1. Training (T) and experimental protocol. The training
sessions marked * were omitted for the second and third session. The





































































The manipulation of y-axis and z-axis forces had a
significant effect on subject perception. Nulling the y-axis
forces significantly decreased the reported horizontal
translation and rotation radius, particularly in the 0.45 Hz
tilt & translation profile. Additionally, nulling the z-axis
forces further decreased the reported horizontal translation
and rotation radius, while doubling the z-axis forces had
the opposite effect. The vertical translations reported by
subjects (Question 3) were very small throughout and
generally consistent with the swing motions experienced.
Angle of tilt: verbal report
Subjects generally reported their angle of tilt in the 50
to 150 range (See Figure 4A). When questioned
afterwards, no subject had realized that the peak tilt angle
was always 10'. Additionally, though some subjects
occasionally reported asymmetric tilt motion, no subject
reported significant biases to either side.
- -
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Tilts for the 0.8 Hz profile were slightly overestimated
at the nulling radius, though not significantly, which was
consistent with results obtained in the previous experiment
(Merfeld et al. 2005b). The effects of z-axis nulling and
doubling were not significant at 0.8 Hz. At 0.45 Hz,
subjects significantly overestimated their tilt angles with y-
axis nulling (t = 2.5; df= 58; p > 0.001). Additional z-axis
force doubling at 0.45 Hz showed a significant
overestimation of tilt angle (t = 1.6; df = 58; p > 0.002) as
compared with y-axis nulling only, but z-axis force nulling
did not significantly decrease the perceived angle of tilt (t
= -0.6; df= 58; p = 0.28) (See Figure 4B).
S0.8 Hz
5 - 0.45 Hz
- Actual
0 I I I I
-125 -100 -75 -50 -25 0 25
Radius (cm)
were consistent with results obtained in the previous
experiment (Merfeld et al. 2005b). There were no
significant effects of z-axis nulling or doubling at 0.8 Hz.
At 0.45 Hz, subjects generally reported their horizontal
translation accurately except at the y-axis nulling radius
(where the translation was underestimated, though not
quite to the point of significance, p = 0.055) and at the
center of rotation (where the translation was overestimated,
probably as an artifact, see discussion). The additional z-
axis force doubling significantly increased horizontal
translation reports as compared with swing-only (t = 11.9;
df = 58 p < 0.01), and the z-axis force nulling profile
significantly reduced the horizontal translation perception
compared with swing-only (t = -4.1; df = 58; p < 0.05)
(See Figure 5B).
-125 -100 -75 -50 -25
Radius (cm)
0 25
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Z-axis force condition
Figure 4. (A) Subject reported mean tilt perception for the swing
only condition. (B) Comparison of mean tilt perception for the y-
axis force nulling profiles grouped by z-axis nulling condition.
The horizontal line shows the actual tilt angle. Error bars represent
standard error. Significant effects (p < 0.05) are marked *
Horizontal translation: verbal reports
The actual horizontal translation in the experiment
varied between 0 and 43 cm, depending on the distance
from the center of rotation. The 0.8 Hz results (Figure 5A)
ZN YN ZD ZN YN ZD
Z-axis force condition
Figure 5. (A) Subject reported mean horizontal translation perception
for the swing only condition. (B) Comparison of mean translation
perception for the y-axis force nulling profiles grouped by z-axis
nulling condition. Horizontal lines show actual tilt angles. Error bars
represent standard error. Significant effects (p < 0.05) are marked *.
A
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Rotation radius: verbal reports
The actual radius from the center of rotation to subject
ear-center in the experiment varied between 20 cm above
the center (+20 cm) and 122 cm below the center (-122
cm). Unlike for horizontal translation, subjects would
report if they were above or below the center of rotation
(positive or negative). Subjects generally reported rotation
radius accurately for profiles lacking y-axis nulling.
However, subjects underestimated the (negative) rotation
radius consistently (by almost 50% on average) at the y-
axis nulling radius (for both 0.8 Hz and 0.45 Hz; p < 0.01;
Figure 6A).
For both 0.8 and 0.45 Hz, z-axis force nulling
significantly reduced the perceived rotation radius
compared with swing-only (t = -9.7; df = 58; p < 0.05 & t
= -8.4; df = 58; p < 0.05). The z-axis force doubling
increased the perceived rotation radius, which was
significant at 0.45 Hz (t = 22.6; df = 58; p < 0.01) but not
quite significant at 0.8 Hz (t = 7.1; df= 58; p = 0.07) (see
Figure 6B).
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Figure 6. (A) Subject reported mean radius perception for the swing
only condition. (B) Comparison of mean radius perception for the y-
axis force nulling profiles grouped by z-axis nulling condition. Error
bars represent standard error. Significant effects (p < 0.05) are
marked *.
Mixed regression analysis
A mixed regression model was developed in order to
estimate the combined effects of radius, y-axis nulling, and
z-axis nulling and doubling on subject reports for both
frequencies. This fit a linear model to each dependent
variable (i.e., perceived tilt angle, perceived horizontal
translation, and perceived radius) of the form VD = Aw +
Bx + Cy + Dz + E, where A-D are the coefficients on the
independent variables w-z (i.e., radius, y-axis nulling, z-
axis nulling, and z-axis doubling) while minimizing the
least-square residuals. For example, z-axis nulling had the
effect of decreasing the perceived mean center of rotation
estimate by 12.7 cm (towards the center), and z-axis
doubling of increasing the estimate by 16.8 cm. Each of
the four independent variables (bold in Table 2) had a
significant effect (p < 0.05) on at least two of the three
dependent variables. In total, 9 effects out of 12 possible
effects were significant.
Table 2. Mixed regression effects model. The effect of the
independent variables and intercept on the dependent variables (VD) can
be expressed as VD = Aw + Bx + Cy + Dz + E. Significant (p < 0.05)
effects are marked *. Y-axis nulling was marginally significant for












Radius (A) -0.40 /cm 0.2 cm/cm* cm/cm*cm/cm*
SY-axis nulling (B) 0.90* -0.76 cm -17.0 cm*
V Z-axis nulling (C) -0.40 -7.4 cm* -12.7 cm*
Z-axis doubling (D) 1.10* 9.4 cm* 16.8 cm*
Intercept (E) 10.70 11.4 cm -3.3 cm
This regression model accounted for over 95% of the
variance (See Table 2). Additionally, a Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test (KS-test) showed that the residuals for the fit
were not significantly different from a normal distribution
(p = 0.21). Note that for translation, the absolute value of
radius was considered since both positive and negative
radii tended to increase the translation.
Other effects
There was no significant effect of subject experience
on reports of horizontal translation or distance from center
of rotation, although the experienced subjects reported
significantly less error for angle of tilt (p < 0.05).
Performance during training and on the written test did not
significantly correlate with errors in estimating tilt angle,
horizontal translation, or distance from center of rotation.
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Some subjects performed significantly better during
some sessions compared with their others which generally
corresponded to reported "off-days" where they felt they
performed poorly. There was a significant effect of the
randomized order of trials (p < 0.045) for the radius
estimate. However, trial order did not have a significant
effect on any other dependent variables, so it is likely that
this was coincidental. In eight z-axis force nulling trials
subjects reported that the motion was "very confusing",
and one reported mild motion sickness. No confusion was
reported in other trials.
Angle of tilt: somatosensory bar
The somatosensory bar traces were fitted to sinusoids
using a least-squares linear regression technique discussed
in a previous work (Park et al. 2006). At 0.45 Hz, the
somatosensory bar results (Fig. 7A) were generally in good
agreement with the verbal reports (Fig. 4A). For the 0.45
Hz condition, the phase error was usually relatively small
(under 100). By contrast, the 0.8 Hz somatosensory results
often showed high phase errors (up to 900) due to the rapid
swing motion making it difficult for the subjects to achieve
good phase-locked responses, although the magnitudes
generally were in good agreement with the verbal reports.
Because subjects were unable to perform the task well
during the 0.8 Hz profiles, these data are not presented.
The additional z-axis force doubling increased the
tendency to overestimate tilt angle (t = 4.6; df = 58; p <
0.04) as compared with swing-only, but the z-axis force
nulling profile did not significantly decrease the perceived
angle of tilt (t = -0.13; df= 58; p = 0.35) (See Figure 7B).
There was no significant double-frequency component of
the somatosensory data for the trials where z-axis force
was manipulated, suggesting that the subjects interpreted
the z-axis modulations as an integral part of the overall
motion. These results are similar to the verbal reports of










Figure 7. (A) Somatosensory bar angle as a function of radius from
least-squares linear regression to a sinusoid for 0.45 Hz. (B)
Comparison of the somatosensory bar angle results for the z-axis
force profiles for the y-axis nulling condition. Error bars represent
standard error. Significant effects (p < 0.05) are marked *.
DISCUSSION
Based on the overall regression results, we found
significant effects of both y- and z- axis forces on subjects'
perception of motion. In the cases where only the y-axis
forces were nulled, subjects overestimated tilt angle (p <
0.05), and underestimated roll radius (i.e. thought they
were closer to the center of rotation) (p < 0.01). Z-axis
force nulling caused additional incremental underestimates
in horizontal translation and roll radius relative to y-axis
nulling alone (both p < 0.05). Conversely, z-axis force
doubling caused incremental overestimates in tilt angle,
horizontal translation, and roll radius (all p < 0.05). These
results suggest that both y- and z-axis components of GIF
are important for overall subject motion perception.
Geometric consistency
Although for some profiles subjects reported their
motion with significant errors, even for these cases their
reports were remarkably internally geometrically
consistent. For example, at 0.45 Hz:
* The swing-only y-axis nulling profile had a mean
reported radius of 61 cm and a mean reported
horizontal translation of 33 cm. These are consistent
with a tilt angle of 15.7', which compares well with
the mean reported tilt of 14'.
* The z-axis nulling profile had a mean radius of 53 cm
and a mean reported horizontal translation of 25 cm.
These are consistent with a tilt angle of 13.8", which
compares very well with the mean reported tilt of 13.
* And finally, the z-axis doubling profile had a mean
reported radius of 86 cm and a mean reported
horizontal translation of 43 cm. These are consistent
with a tilt angle of 14.5, which compares very well
with the mean reported tilt of 15.
Geometric consistency was a general feature
throughout the experiment for both 0.8 Hz and 0.45 Hz
(summarized in Table 3). Is it reasonable to assume that
subjects' perception of distance from the center of rotation
was therefore based, at least in part, on knowledge of
swing geometry?
Previous studies have demonstrated that knowledge of
the capabilities of motion devices can influence subject
perception (Wertheim et al. 2001). Specifically, in sled
studies where some subjects had prior knowledge that the
device could only translate, their tilt sensations were
smaller than those experienced by subjects without prior
knowledge.
For our study, this geometric consistency was tested
using a paired t-test, where geometrically consistent
distances to the center of rotation were calculated from the
horizontal translation and tilt angle reports. A comparison
of these derived values with the verbal reports showed no
significant difference at either 0.8 Hz (t = -3.2; df = 143; p
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analysis, trials with reported tilt angles of less than 5
degrees (around just 5% of total cases) were excluded
because their derived radii became very high (8 or more
standard deviations from the mean).
Table 3. Summary of geometric consistency. "Consistent angle" is
computed from perceived radius and horizontal translation assurmng
geometric consistency is preserved. Note that although there are
quantitative differences at 0.8 Hz, geometry was overall still preserved for
individual reports (not significantly different from geometrically
consistent, p = 0.41). Also see the discussion sections on verbal reports:
tilt angle & translation and roll radius for an explanation of differences
between tilt angle and horizontal translation reports at 0.45 Hz and 0.8
Hz.
Perceived Horizontal Consistent Perceived
Freq. Cat. radius translation angle angle
(cm) (cm) (deg) (deg)
YN 61 33 15.7 14
0.45 Hz ZN 53 25 13.8 13
ZD 86 43 14.5 15
YN 26 14 15.1 11.5
0.8 Hz ZN 22 12 16.4 11.5
ZD 30 18 16.7 12
By contrast, a comparison of reported vs. actual radius
did show a significant difference for both 0.45 Hz (t = -
38.6; df= 239; p < 0.01) and 0.8 Hz (t = 19.8; df= 143; p
< 0.05), providing further evidence that that the perception
of motion was driven by a geometrically consistent multi-
dimensional internal model rather than separate motion
components. This geometric consistency was likely
reinforced by the informed consent process, familiarization
with the device capabilities, and training. This is
demonstrated by less geometric consistency in naive
untrained subjects' reports. Nonetheless, two of the six
naive untrained subjects clearly demonstrated this
consistency. Both of these subjects demonstrated a clear
understanding of the capabilities of the device (by asking
questions and even in one case overtly discussing the
motion geometry without prompting) even with the
minimal amount of familiarization allowed by the
informed consent process and in the absence of any
explicit training.
Verbal reports
Subjects didn't report any sensations of radial motion
when asked after the experiment. This implies that their
internal models of swing motion may have had a fixed
radius (i.e. the variation in z-axis forces were interpreted as
being caused by tilt angle and centripetal acceleration
rather than by radial translation). This would also be a
more likely interpretation based on commonly experienced
tilt motion. The constant z-axis DC force (1.008G) did not
apparently deter this interpretation.
The reports showed some evidence of regression of
estimates to the mean, although this tendency was
significantly attenuated by training. This effect is
ubiquitous in magnitude estimation studies: subjects
regress estimates towards the mean both to reduce errors
across a broad range of stimuli and based on experience.
For example, Mittelstaedt and Glasauer found that subjects
experiencing self-motion slower than a walking pace
overestimated their translation, whereas subjects moving
faster than a walking pace underestimated their translation
(Mittlestaedt and Glasauer 1991).
TILT ANGLE. Subjects in the experiment overestimated
the tilt angle at 0.45 Hz, especially when the y-axis forces
were nulled, in both verbal reports and somatosensory bar
results. Subjects overestimated more with z-axis doubling,
and overestimated less with z-axis nulling.
Overestimation of tilt angle has been reported for
parallel swing studies (Guedry and Harris 1963), and also
for passive yaw rotation and active roll tilt studies (Isreal
et al. 1995; Ivanenko et al. 1997). Overestimation may be
a strategy adopted by the nervous system in situations
when otolith cues are less reliable or the consequences of
underestimation would carry a high penalty. For example,
subjects have been known to anticipate rearward and
downward translations so that potential losses of balance
or falls can be pre-empted (Malcolm and Jones 1974).
This might also explain why the overestimation was more
pronounced in the y-axis nulling case.
Why were the estimated tilt angles smaller at 0.8 Hz
than at 0.45Hz? These differences agree qualitatively with
the Park study, which showed that tilt angle estimates were
lower at higher frequencies (Park et al. 2006). It is also
possible that subjects' estimates might be influenced by
the same factors that cause angular visual illusions.
Studies have shown that angles subtending longer line
segments appear to be larger than angles subtending short
segments (Werkhoven and Koenderink 1993). This
suggests a possible radius-dependence of tilt angle
estimation, where subjects interpreted an increase in radius
as correlating with an increase in tilt angle. Additionally,
it has also been shown that estimated tilt displacement
during self-rotation in the dark decreases with increasing
tilt velocity (Jurgens and Becker 2006). This effect could
account for a 10-15% increase in tilt estimation gain at
0.45 Hz as compared with 0.8 Hz at the average angular
velocities of 32 deg/s (0.8 Hz) and 16 deg/s (0.45 Hz) in
our study (or higher gains for the peak for the peak
velocities).
The additional tilt angle overestimation observed when
the y- and z- axis forces were nulled may have resulted
from a preservation of geometric consistency with an
internal model (i.e. larger tilt angle perceptions were
driven by smaller perceptions of radius).
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TRANSLATION AND ROLL RADIUS. Horizontal
translation and roll radius reports were generally veridical
for profiles lacking y- or z-axis nulling, except the
horizontal translation was overestimated near the center of
rotation. This local overestimation was likely an artifact of
the absolute value calculation: if a subject thought they
were either just above or below the center of rotation, they
would report a positive value for horizontal translation in
either case. This contrasts with radius, where subjects
could report either a positive or negative value. Therefore,
near the center of rotation, positive and negative errors
across subjects and trials would cancel for radius, but sum
for translation.
Y-axis nulling caused roll radius to be underestimated,
likely because the primary motion cue in this case was the
semi-circular canal cue, and the nulling removed the
dynamic and phase-locked confirming y-axis otolith cues.
As angular sensors, the semicircular canals cannot provide
information about rotation radius. Thus, the only
remaining radius cue was the z-axis otolith stimulus.
However, even with a rotation radius of zero, there would
still be a small z-axis modulation due to the tilting motion.
Similarly, z-axis force nulling decreased perceptions of
horizontal translation at 0.45 Hz and roll radius at both
frequencies, while z-axis force doubling had the opposite
effect. While the trend was the same, we were unable to
find a significant effect of y-axis nulling on horizontal
translation estimates at 0.8 Hz; this may have been a result
of regression to the mean, where subjects would be more
likely to overestimate the small translation at 0.8 Hz.
It is likely that the estimates of radius and translation
were affected by the inherit ambiguity of the y- and z-axis
cues. The lack of confirming otolith signals could tend to
reduce the magnitude of perceived motion. With z-axis
nulling, although the average z-axis otolith signal is the
same as in the swing-only case, the variation over the
motion profile is consistent with roll tilt at a radius closer
to the center (see Fig. A-3). These conflicting signals - the
average z-axis force suggesting tilt rotation at the actual
radius, and the variation suggesting tilt nearer the center of
rotation - combine in order to generate an overall
perception of rotation between the center and actual radius.
Additionally, this might explain why some subjects
indicated that the z-axis nulling profiles were "confusing":
y-axis nulling would be expected below the axis of
rotation, whereas z-axis nulling would be expected above
the axis of rotation. The situation is reversed for the z-axis
doubling case, where the z-axis cues would suggest
rotation farther from the center of rotation.
There was also some potential ambiguity for reporting
radius: mathematically, as the center of rotation increases,
the perceived tilt decreases to the point that if no tilt is
perceived, the correct report for center of rotation is
infinity, not zero. It was therefore possible that subjects
perceiving no tilt at all would report a radius of zero rather
than the mathematically correct infinite or indeterminate.
However, this was only observed in a few cases when
subjects reported a low angle of tilt and large horizontal
translation, and this had only a marginal effect on reducing
the reported radii.
Observer model
Several models have been proposed for how the brain
might disambiguate tilt from translation, from a simple
filtering of otolith signals (Mayne 1974; Paige et al. 1998;
Paige and Tomko 1991) to using internal models of motion
(Borah et al. 1979; Merfeld et al. 1993; Merfeld et al.
1999; Vingerhoets et al. 2006; Zupan and Merfeld 2005).
In simple filtering, low-frequency modulation of GIF is
interpreted as arising from tilt, while high frequency GIF
modulation is interpreted as arising from translation. For
swing motion, if translation estimates were derived from a
simple filtering of otolith signals, then translation
perception close to zero would be expected at the nulling
radius when the y-axis GIF was close to zero. By contrast,
if the tilt-translation ambiguity was resolved using an
internal model, then translation estimates would instead be
close to zero when the head was centered on the axis of
rotation (a more accurate solution).
The fact that the estimates of horizontal translation
were not close to zero when the y-axis forces were nulled
suggests that they were resolved using an internal model,
however, this does not preclude the possibility that a
simple filtering of otolith signals could have played a role
in attenuating the estimates.
The experimental results were compared with
simulations of an Observer model originally developed by
Merfeld (Merfeld et al. 1993; Merfeld and Zupan 2002),
and further elaborated by Haslwanter and Vingerhoets
(Haslwanter et al. 2000; Vingerhoets et al. 2006). The
Observer model used was an extension proposed by
Newman and Oman (Newman 2009), which also predicted
perceived translational velocities and displacements via
"leaky" integration, with time constants that were shorter
in the direction of the perceived vertical. This observer
model predicted many of the response characteristics
measured (for example tilt overestimation for y-axis
nulling). However, the model did not account for the
effect of z-axis nulling or doubling.
There are several possible explanations for these
shortcomings. First, our observer model did not
incorporate biological noise or simulate the effects of
perceptual thresholds. Such effects are probably important
when modelling the y- and z- axis nulling cases. Second,
the observer model we used did not include any non-
vestibular sensory modalities, such as haptic (e.g. "seat of
the pants") receptors that could provide additional
information on the gravitoinertial acceleration gradient
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along the body, and thus potentially provide information
on body centrifugal acceleration.
Finally, the internal model incorporated into the
Observer assumed the subjects were naive, and knew
nothing about the motion constraints of the tilt device.
However as a result of seeing the device and being
informed of the types of motion they were likely to
experience - part of the informed consent process - it is
likely that subjects develop expectations regarding the
geometric constraints on possible motion profiles. Such
expectations would likely be reinforced by training and by
the magnitude estimation questions asked. Therefore, our
subjects very likely assumed that their motions were
constrained to swinging. Just as similar cognitive
influences can affect the VOR (Barr et al. 1976), it is
reasonable to suggest that this knowledge may have
influenced the subjects' magnitude estimation. In fact, as
discussed earlier, cognitive information regarding the
motion device has been reported to alter tilt/translation
processing (Wertheim et al. 2001).
To model the effect of geometric constraints,
predictions made by the "naive" observer model were used
to estimate the corresponding swing motion by using a
post-hoc fitting where the z-axis gravitational force
oscillations were interpreted as arising from changes in
swing radius (instead of actual z-axis motion), and the
model output was modified to a swing motion minimizing
the least-square errors of angle, translation, and radius.
This allowed subject expectations to constrain - to some
extent - predicted motion trajectories, and seemed to
approximate experimental results reasonably well (See
Table 4). However, this post-hoc fitting is probably not
how the brain actually imposes geometry in an internal
model. A more parsimonious approach would be to add
internal geometric constraints to the observer model that
would model either situational-dependent geometry or a
generalized geometry built up over time by incorporating
memory into the model. The authors are exploring such
alternatives.
SUMMARY
The results highlight the importance of both y-axis and
z-axis GIF in human motion perception. Although in the
absence of y-axis accelerations, z-axis signals don't
ultimately provide sufficient information to accurately
estimate rotation radius, they nevertheless had a significant
influence. These results (e.g. geometric consistency, effect
of z-axis forces) suggest that subjects' motion perception
was derived from an internal model that not only
comprises all sensory signal components, but also takes
into account known geometric constraints.
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Table 4A. Observer model parameters. B. Model predictions compared with experiment results. Columns are arranged by nulling condition (C
subject's ear at the center of rotation; YN = y-axis nulling; ZN = z-axis nulling; ZD = z-axis doubling).
A. Observer Model Parameters
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APPENDIX
Derivation, simulation, and experimental validation of the
motion paradigm
Motion must initiate from zero velocity and zero
acceleration, and for sine waves velocity must be 90* out
of phase with acceleration. Therefore, either acceleration
or velocity must be discontinuous if steady-state motion
commenced from a stop. We eliminated this discontinuity
by multiplying the sinusoidal velocity by a linear ramp
with an initial value of zero and a value of 1 when the
steady-state began.
If the duration of the ramp-up period is limited to a
positive integer number of half-cycles, a number of
simplifying characteristics emerge: specifically, the
position, velocity, and acceleration are all "continuous".
All motion profiles in this experiment were ramped up
from zero to eliminate any supra-threshold discontinuities;
each profile lasted 50 ramp-up, 80 steady-state, and 50
ramp-down cycles. The steady-state tilt angle was 10",
giving a peak angular velocity of 27 "/s.
The steady-state y-axis gravitational force measured by
the otolith organs can be expressed as gy(t) = -G sin[Emx
cos(cof] [-G Omax cos(ct)] by Taylor series expansion
for small angles, where G is -9.8 m/s 2, Om,, is the
maximum tilt angle (10'), co is the roll frequency (co =
2ni), and f is the oscillation frequency. The tangential
acceleration varies with radial distance from the rotation
axis, and can be expressed as ay(t) = -R Omax cos(cot),
where R is the radial distance between the rotation axis and
ear level. When the head is below the axis of rotation, the
tangential acceleration approximately cancels the y-axis
gravitational force (ay z gy) when R = -G/(co) 2 (Fig. 2
categories B, C, & D). This gives a radius of R = -1.22 m
for 0.45 Hz, and R= -0.38 m for 0.8 Hz.
In addition to the y-axis force, the otoliths measure a z-
axis component of the GIF which is composed of
components from gravity and the centripetal acceleration
in the steady-state. The z-axis gravitational force variation
can be expressed as gz(t) = -G cos[m,,ax cos(col)], which for
small angles can be simplified by 2nd order Taylor series
expansion as g(t) = -G {1 - 1/4 Omax2 [+COS (2w)]}. The
centripetal acceleration can be expressed as az(t) = -R
(ow max) 2 /2 [1-cos (2cot)], so that combined force per unit
mass is fz(t) = g#z() - az(t) = [1/2 R (co max)2 - G (1 -
Omax2)] + [G 1/4 ax2 - V2 R (coE)max) 2] COs(2 ct). The
time-invariant DC component [1/2 R (co Emax)2 - G (1 -
emax2)] in this case is approximately -1.008 G (-9.88 m/s2),
and the time-varying component [G Omax2 - /2 R
(c Ome,x)2] has an amplitude of approximately 0.023 G
(0.23 m/s 2) for either 0.45 or 0.8 Hz.
It is not possible to eliminate this z-axis GIF because
the contribution from gravity and centripetal acceleration
will always be in the same direction. However, it is
possible to add an additional z-axis acceleration
component to interfere with the sinusoidal variation in
GIF. This complementary radial motion contributes
maximum accelerations upwards and downwards at the
swing endpoints, and center, respectively. This makes the
z-axis acceleration profile remain constant near the
average of the z-axis GIF (i.e, effectively nulling the
variation in GIF (Fig. 2 category ZN)).
With the z-axis force doubling profile, instead of
nulling the z-axis GIF, the z-axis GIF variation from the
swing midpoint to center was doubled (Fig. 2 category
ZD). Note that the swing-only, z-axis shear force nulling,
and z-axis shear force doubling profiles all have the same
average z-axis force measured by the otoliths; only the
variation changes. The doubling profile introduces z-axis
GIF variation amplitudes of around 0.5 m/s2 (over 3 times
the z-axis discrimination threshold), for either frequency.
The theoretical, simulated, and experimentally determined
y-axis and z-axis forces are shown in Figures A-i to A-4.
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Figure A-1. Y-axis (IA) and z-axis (DV) forces and accelerations for
the various motion paradigms calculated from equations above. Left
column: y-axis components, right column: z-axis components. Y-axis
(A) and z-axis (B) gravitational force (g) components are shown. Y-
axis (C) and z-axis (D) acceleration are shown for the y-axis nulling
(solid line), z-axis force nulling (dotted line), and z-axis force
doubling (dashed line). Y-axis (E) and z-axis (F) components of the
total resultant specific force (f = g - a) are shown (the second row
trace subtracted from the first).
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Figure A-2. Peak steady-state amplitude components of gravity,
acceleration, and combined GIF during the 0.45 Hz swing paradigm
for a 100 tilt. As shown, the peak y-axis gravity component depends
only upon tilt angle and is independent of radius; the amplitude of the
linear acceleration component increases with radius (at = ra). As
shown graphically, the difference between the two yields the gravito-
inertial force (f = g - a). The y-axis contributions of gravity and
linear acceleration cancel one another at a radius of -1.22 m at 0.45
Hz. The effect is similar for the 0.8 Hz paradigm. Line thickness
represents mechanical vibrations and other noise. Note that the
amplitude (maximum) is shown in this figure. Minimum values are
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Figure A-3. Maximum and minimum z-axis gravito-inertial force at
steady-state for the 0.45 Hz swing paradigm as a function of radius.
At the y-axis nulling point (circa -1.2 m), a substantial z-axis force
variation, predominantly at 0.9 Hz, remains. This component can be
reduced by simultaneously applying a phase-locked radial linear
acceleration at 0.9 Hz ("z-axis force nulling"). It can also be
increased by simultaneously applying the same z-axis acceleration
but with the phase altered by 180' ("z-axis force doubling"). The
effect is similar for 0.8 Hz. Note that minimum and maximum values
are shown (instead of the amplitudes as in Fig. A-2).
(ncluding
Figure A-4. Sinusoids regressed to accelerometer measurements of
the four motion profiles for the 0.45 Hz paradigms: head center (bold
line), swing-only y-axis nulling (solid line), z-axis nulling (dotted
line), and z-axis doubling (dashed line). Results were similar for the
0.8 Hz paradigm. The actual measurements also showed vibrational
components at higher frequencies (mostly at 5 Hz and 15 Hz).
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MOTION PERCEPTION WITH CONGRUENT AND CONFLICTING VISUAL AND
VESTIBULAR CUES
CHAPTER FIVE: EXPERIMENT 2: VISUAL-VESTIBULAR CONFLICT
Chapter Five
5 Experiment 2: Motion perception with Visual-
vestibular Conflict
Whereas experiment 1 examined ambiguous and incomplete vestibular cues,
experiment 2 examines visual and vestibular cues in conflict. As with Chapter 4, this
Chapter is a self-contained reproduction of a manuscript already submitted to the
Journal of Neurophysiology. Supplementary information on synchronization of the
visual scene is presented in Appendix J.
Table 5.1. Comparison of experimental protocols. SO = Swing only; YN = Y-axis force nulling; ZN = Z-
axis force nulling; ZD = Z-axis force doubling; D = Dark; C = Conflict; NC = No conflict. The frequency
was 0.45 Hz for all trials in experiment 2.
Experiment 1






















































































CHAPTER FIVE: EXPERIMENT 2: VISUAL-VESTIBULAR CONFLICT
Perceived tilt and translation during variable-radius swing motion with congruent or
conflicting visual and vestibular cues
A.A. Rader l 2
C.M. Oman l 2
D.M. Merfeld 2
'Man Vehicle Lab, Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Cambridge, MA, USA
2Jenks Vestibular Research Laboratory, Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary, Boston, MA, USA
Abstract: We examined the influence of a realistic
dynamic visual scene on the motion perception of subjects
undergoing sinusoidal (0.45 Hz) roll swing motion at
different radii. The visual scene, presented on a flatscreen
monitor with a 40 field of view and viewed monocularly,
showed visual motion with a rotation radius either the
same as or different from the subject's actual rotation
radius. There were 3 categories of trials: 1. Trials in the
dark with no visual cues; 2. Trials where the projected
visual scene matched the actual motion; and 3. Trials
where the projected visual scene showed swing motion at a
different radius. Subjects verbally reported their
perceptions using standard magnitude estimation
techniques. Trained subjects reported motion perceptions
that were geometrically consistent with radii intermediate
between the radii of the visual scene and the actual
movement. The visual scene exerted a stronger influence
than the actual movement at this frequency. Subjects were
generally unable to detect the cue conflicts or judge their
own visual-vestibular biases.
INTRODUCTION
Humans rely heavily on their visual senses to maintain
spatial orientation (Dichgans and Brandt 1974; Henn et al.
1980; Howard 1982; Young 1984). Not only does vision
strongly influence our interactions with our environment, it
also plays a central role in spatial orientation and motion
perception, being a crucial source of information alongside
other sensory sources (vestibular and proprioceptive cues)
and non-sensory sources (efferent copy and cognition).
These various cues are normally congruent and
contribute to motion perception; however, to investigate
how the brain combines sensory information, it is possible
to place them in conflict. Additionally, sensory
information taken in isolation can be ambiguous. For
example, the otolith organs, like all linear accelerometers,
cannot intrinsically distinguish linear acceleration from
gravity. Rather, the otoliths measure the combined
gravito-inertial force, defined as the difference between
gravity and acceleration (GIF = g - a). In several recent
studies using roll-tilt swing motion (Merfeld et al. 2005a;
Merfeld et al. 2005b; Rader et al. 2009), we have
investigated what information is used to resolve this
ambiguity in the dark to yield perceived tilt and
translation. The results highlighted the importance of
rotational cues from the semicircular canals as well as the
contributions of both y-axis and z-axis GIF cues from the
otolith organs. But what is the role played by visual cues
during dynamic motion stimuli?
Visual information about body orientation and motion
is available in both static and dynamic forms. Optic flow
can specify information about angular velocity and
translational velocity, provided the distance to scene
elements is known or can be inferred. Optic flow
information can act to complement head angular velocity
signals provided by the semicircular canals, and large
visual flows can even induce a motion percept in the
direction opposite the visual motion (vection). The main
source of uncertainty in visual cues is the distance to the
visual elements as there is an inherent scale ambiguity in
the translational component of optic flow (Longuet-
Higgins and Prazdny 1980). Do those moving particles on
your desktop screen saver represent nearby dust particles
or distant stars zooming past? Pilots often have trouble
distinguishing between nearby small bushes or more
distant trees. A recognizable object of known size such as
a human figure often helps resolve these ambiguities.
Visual cues to static orientation with respect to gravity
come from visual "polarity" and "frame" cue information
(Howard 1982) naturally available in most visual scenes
in our daily lives. For example, common objects such as
trees, desks and chairs, shelves, autos, and people are
usually encountered gravitationally upright. These
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"polarized" objects provide information on the likely
direction of gravity. The relative orientation of the
horizon, the ground plane, and the vertical and horizontal
surfaces of man-made structures also provide important
cues to static orientation. Frame cues can be provided by a
simple luminous rectangle in a dark room (Asch and
Witkin 1948). Subjects' visually perceived vertical is
offset towards the axis of symmetry of the frame,
supporting a predominance of visual framework over
postural factors in perception of upright. However, studies
have also demonstrated strong contribution from body-
referenced mechanisms such as vestibular information
(Kaptein and Gisbergen 2005; Van Beuzekom et al. 2001;
Vingerhoets et al. 2008).
The central nervous system is versatile enough to
combine all information at its disposal to resolve
ambiguities and form as clear and accurate a perceptual
picture as possible. One type of cue can directly influence
perception of another. Visual information can correct
illusory perceptions that would otherwise result from
vestibular information alone (Cohen 1973; Graybiel 1980;
von Beck 1956). For example, the somatogravic pitch-up
illusion that pilots experience when accelerating forward at
night is normally absent when visual information is
available (Young 1984). Conversely, visual cues can
create their own set of illusions (Allison et al. 1999; Jenkin
et al. 2007; Milner and Goodale 1995), or interact with
vestibular cues to create a combined illusion, such as in the
case of the tilted room illusion where a "mystery force"
perceptually substitutes for gravity (Shimamura and
Prinzmetal 1999).
What happens when the visual and vestibular cues are
in conflict? Vingerhoets and Medendorp demonstrated
that natural scenes contain an overrepresentation of
vertical orientations (such as polarity cues) and rich
panoramic stimuli far in excess of the minimum required
(Vingerhoets et al. 2008). Even a single luminous line is
often enough to provide a strong orientation cue (Kaptein
and Gisbergen 2005; Li and Matin 1995; Van Beuzekom et
al. 2001; Vingerhoets et al. 2006; Vingerhoets et al. 2008).
As mentioned earlier, we have used roll swing motions
to investigate how the brain combines information
provided by the semicircular canals and otoliths organs
(Merfeld et al. 2005b; Rader et al. 2009). We now expand
upon these earlier studies to investigate the complementary
contributions of vision to the neural processes by which tilt
and translation are distinguished from one another. While
much is known about the contributions of static visual cues
to tilt/translation resolution when the body is stationary
(e.g., Asch and Witkin 1948; Bagust et al. 2005; Howard
1982; Li and Matin 1995; Singer et al. 1970; Vingerhoets
et al. 2008) and the contributions of dynamic visual cues
with the body stationary (e.g., Benson 1978; Dichgans et
al. 1972; Howard and Heckmann 1989; Yasui and Young
1975; Zupan and Merfeld 2003), little is known about how
visual cues contribute to tilt/translation resolution during
dynamic whole body motion. To address this knowledge
gap, perceived tilt and translation were studied using 0.45
Hz roll tilt swing motion over a range of radial arm
lengths. We tested both in darkness and with a projected
visual scene on a flatscreen monitor; the radius of rotation
of the visual scene was either in agreement with or in
conflict with the radius of the actual motion.
METHODS
Using a motorized, servo-controlled swing device
(Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary tilt device,
Neurokinetics, Inc, Pittsburgh, PA) we utilized a subset of
the motion paradigms described in our previous study
(Rader et al. 2009). The profiles combine tilt and
translation to generate a y-axis GIF that varies with radial
arm length. A frequency of 0.45 Hz and tilt angle of 10
were selected so results could be compared with those
from our previous study. Each trial included ramp-up and
ramp-down :periods of about one minute each, with a
steady-state interval of about one and a half minutes in
between. The subject's ear canal position with respect to
the rotation center was varied from 20 cm above (+20 cm)
to 122 cm below (-122 cm). In trials where the subjects'
ear was 122 cm below the center of rotation, the y-axis
otolith signal (GIF) was effectively "nulled" below
threshold.
Subjects were restrained by torso side clamps, a 5 point
harness, and by an MRI shoulder and head mask
(Aquaplast, Inc. thermoplastic 4.8mm disposable S-frame:
part number RT-1992SD) individually moulded to each
subject, which minimized head movement. Breeze cues
were minimize by having the subjects wear long pants,
long-sleeve shirts, balaclavas, and gloves.
Visual scenes
Some trials were performed in complete darkness.
During other trials a visual scene was displayed on a
flatscreen monitor showing a pre-recorded video - made
by placing the video camera on the device at eye level
during actual device motion - depicting the same pattern of
sinusoidal roll swing motion (see Figure 1). The visual
scene was sinusoidal (0.45 Hz) and phase locked to the
actual swing motion. The visual roll tilt was 10 , matching
the physical roll tilt. For some trials the radius of the
visual scene (i.e. the position of the camera) was the same
as the physical radius; for other trials it was at a different
radius (see Table 1). This comprised the three types of
trials:
1) no visual scene: "Dark; D",
2)visual scene showing actual radius "No conflict; NC",
and
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3) visual scene showing a different radius "Conflict; C".
The flatscreen monitor was mounted in front of the
subjects at a distance of approximately 15 inches from the
pupil in order to maximize the angle of view (AOV), while
keeping within the geometric constraints of the device. A
black cardboard mask with a circular aperture was affixed
to the screen to create a "porthole" window 11 inches in
diameter, at an AOV of 40 degrees from the subjects' eye
position. Studies have shown that AOV is a critical factor
in visual scene influence, with the influence increasing
rapidly at small angles, and a strong sense of vection
achievable beyond around 30 (Paige et al. 1998).
Figure 1. Experimental dimensions.
The visual scenes were recorded at each experimental
radius using a Kodak Easyshare C813 camera mounted at
the subject's eye position. This camera recorded QVGA
320 x240 pixel resolution images at 30 fps in QT-JPEG
format, producing a visual scene on the screen with a 40
degree AOV on the flatscreen monitor. The position of the
camera used for recording the visual scene was precisely
controlled to achieve an orthoscopic scene, verified by a
separate video that showed the visual scene playing in
conjunction with the actual motion. In order to minimize
the influence of spurious vergence cues, subjects viewed
the scene monocularly with their dominant eye; an eye
patch covered the non-dominant eye.
Since the visual scenes were pre-recorded, achieving a
near-perfect phase-lock with the actual motion for each
trial was critical. Accurate timing of video playback
during the experiment was achieved by using an electronic
impulse trigger sent by the tilt device control software that
was precisely timed relative to its motion commands. This
trigger commanded a custom modified mouse to initiate
video playback on a 1.86GHz Dual CPU Intel(R)
Pentium(R) computer running Windows Media Player.
The timing of the impulse triggers relative to the tilt device
motion commands were empirically fine-tuned for each
individual visual scene so that video playback on the video
player was coincident with the tilt device motion for each
trial to less than half a frame (17 msec) error.
Throughout the experiment, the subjects and the
flatscreen monitor were enclosed in a shroud in a dark
room so that the only source of light was the visual scene
projected in front of them. The trials without a visual
scene were conducted in complete darkness. This shroud
formed a peripheral "visual tunnel". Figure 2 shows, with
an expanded field of view for illustration, an actual picture
of the projected visual scene from the subject eye position
under the shroud (right) side by side with an actual picture
of what the subject would see if they were in a lighted
room without the flatscreen monitor or shroud (left).
Figure 2. Split screen of actual view from subject's position at head
center (left) in a lighted room without the flatscreen monitor and
shroud, and (right) inside shroud looking at the projected scene.
Subjects and instructions
Ten healthy subjects (4 male, 6 female) were pre-
screened as "normal" via standard clinical vestibular tests
(caloric, rotation, EquiTest posturography, and Hallpike
positional testing). All subjects provided informed consent
consistent with institutional procedures prior to
participation. The subjects were between 23 and 52 years
old (mean ± SD: 32 ± 9 yrs) and six of them (3 male, 3
female) had participated in a companion experiment
(Rader et al. 2009).
Before starting the experiment, subjects watched a
presentation on the flatscreen monitor that familiarized
them with the range of motions of the tilt device and the
instructions on how to report their perception of motion.
Specifically, three questions were asked during training
and during the experiment:
1) What is the maximal side-to-side translation you
are experiencing?
2) If you feel like you are tilting, what is your best
estimate of the distance to the center of rotation?
3) What is the maximal head tilt to either side you
are experiencing?
Subjects were told that the motion would be
symmetric, and to report using any cues they have
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available, including the visual scene and their "internal
sense". They were explicitly instructed to report their
estimate of their most likely motion, using the bridge of
their nose as the translation motion reference point, and
their head Z axis for tilt.
The majority of the subjects were most familiar with
estimating small distances in inches, so all subjects were
required to report all distances in inches and all angles in
degrees, although distances were subsequently converted
into SI units for presentation herein.
For each of the questions, the subjects were also asked
about their level of confidence in their answer:
"After you report your answer for angle of tilt,
horizontal translation, or distance from the center of
rotation, you will be asked to report your confidence. This
should be judged on a scale from 1 to 10. This is the
chance out of ten that you think your answer would be
correct to within 2 degrees (for tilt), or 5 inches (for
translation or radius). For example, a "10" means that you
are certain that you are within 2 degrees (or within 5
inches). A "1" means that you think you have a one in ten
chance of being within two degrees or five inches of the
correct answer."
Note that subjects would be able to perfectly judge
their ability to perform the estimation tasks if their
confidence was equal to the actual chance of out ten that
they were within the given range (i.e., their "correctness").
We asked for a subjective report of confidence because we
hypothesized that a visual-vestibular conflict, if detected at
all, might manifest as a reduction of subjective confidence.
As a check on subjective confidence, subjects were
also asked to estimate a "nine out of ten range" (i.e. a 90%
confidence interval) for their answer:
"After you report your confidence for angle of tilt,
horizontal translation, or distance from the center of
rotation, you will be asked to report the range that you
think your answer should lie in 9 out of 10 times. For
example, if you report a horizontal translation of 10 inches,
but think that 9 out of 10 times the correct answer should
be between 5 inches and 20 inches, you would say "5 to
20". Please note that it is not necessary for your answer to
be symmetric! For example, you could report a range from
0 inches to 50 inches when you reported the most likely
answer as 50 inches."
We asked for a subject-reported confidence interval
(range) partly as a verification of their subjective
confidence estimate. However the range estimate could
also potentially provide information on perceptual
asymmetries (Leopold and Logothetis 1999). We
suspected that consistent asymmetries in subject range
reports could reveal bimodal or multimodal perceptions
(e.g., a subject might think that they were most likely near
-60 cm or anywhere between that point and the center, but
could not be below -60 cm, due to device limitations)
In addition to the subject reports, each subject's
dynamic tilt perception was recorded by having them keep
a somatosensory tilt bar (Park et al. 2006) level with their
perceived Earth horizontal at all times. The tilt bar signals
were measured using potentiometer analog data at 60 Hz,
for an angular discrimination of less than a tenth of a
degree. This task also served to maintain subject alertness
and verify compliance.
Experiment design
The experiment consisted of three sessions of 12
randomly ordered (but the same across subjects) trials.
The order was changed for the second and third sessions
(see Table 1). This order change was implemented in
order to balance out order effects and examine the effect of
trial order. Each subject was tested about the same time
each day, and were requested to avoid alcohol
consumption for the prior 24 hours (and asked about
compliance).
Table 1. Training (T) (top 12) and experimental (bottom 12) profiles.
The training sessions marked * were omitted for the second and third
session. Trial order for each session is marked on the left (for example,
1/12/7 means that the trial was performed first in the first session, last in
the second session, and seventh in the third session). Y = Yes; N = No.
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Magnitude estimation and training
Subject reports were based on a direct estimation
magnitude estimation task using real values (inches) rather
than ratios. Without training, this method often yields
non-linear scaling errors as the expansion of the perception
domain increase with the increase in stimulus magnitude
(Class I stimulus as defined by Stevens for his
psychophysical law: Sensation = A x (Stimulus)n (Stevens
1957). Furthermore, in our earlier study (Rader et al.
2009), we confirmed that untrained naive subjects had
higher reporting variance than trained subjects. Therefore,
for all of the fore-mentioned reasons, we trained subjects
as described in our previous study (Rader et al. 2009).
Prior to the first experimental session, the subjects
were trained using twelve representative motion profiles (6
in light followed by 6 in darkness) over the entire range of
radial distances and for peak tilt angles between 5 and 250,
even though only 100 was examined in the experiment (see
Table 1). The subjects were not shown the visual scene
during training so that they could familiarize themselves
with what they should expect to actually see in front of
them at different radii. During training, subjects were
asked to report their perceived motion, and they received
feedback on their answers. Before the second and third
sessions, a shorter training session consisting of 6 trials (3
light, 3 dark) was administered to re-familiarize the
subjects with the device capabilities and to recalibrate their
reports of their perceived motion. Subjects were not asked
to report their confidence or range during training, because
we did not want them to become aware of cue conflicts.
The training was successful in helping subjects to
accurately report their perceived motion in light and dark.
In the initial training session the experienced subjects
performed much better at the start of training, but by the
end all subjects were consistently reporting with less than
10% error in the dark (down from over 50% in some
cases), except for the y-axis nulling cases as noted in the
experimental results. The errors on subsequent training
sessions started out much lower, indicating that the
training in the previous session had a carryover effect.
Post-test survey and rod and frame test
A survey was administered after the third session
asking subjects how well they thought they performed
overall on estimation of tilt angle, translation, and radius,
and asking how much they thought they were influenced
by the visual scenes and their "internal sense". Subjects
also completed a computerized rod and frame test
(Grabherr et al. 2008). This test has demonstrated results
consistent with other computerized rod and frame tests for
normal subjects and subjects with unilateral vestibular loss
(Bagust et al. 2005; Lopez et al. 2006), with overall results
showing slightly smaller field dependence compared with
the classic test (Asch and Witkin 1948).
Hierarchical mixed regression analysis
A two-stage hierarchical mixed regression (HMR)
model (SYSTAT, version 12, SYSTAT Software, Inc.)
estimated the effects of the independent variables (subject,
actual radius, y-axis nulling, and viewing radius, etc.) on
the dependent measures (perceived tilt angle, perceived
horizontal translation, and perceived radius) reported by
the subject and averaged within subject over each
experimental session. Two-Stage Least Squares (TSLS)
regression was used to account for each subject's random
effect (White 1982). Ordinary least-squares regression
cannot accommodate the original data because the error
term would be correlated with subject effects. In the first
stage, the independent variables were regressed on the
subject (treated as an instrumental variable). In the second
stage, the dependent variables were regressed on all the
variables, including the values of the independent variables
estimated in the first stage. TSLS produces
heteroskedasticity-consistent standard errors for
instrumental variable models (SYSTAT).
For each dependent variable, the analysis minimized
the residuals at each step to fit linear models of the form:
Yj= [(A+ S') + pxlX + pX2 + * + 8nXn+ Ein,]j
where Yj is one of the measured dependent variables
(perceived tilt angle, horizontal translation, or radius), (A +
S) is the grand mean plus a random subject effect
("intercept") from the first regression stage, the xk are
independent variables, the 8k are the corresponding
estimated coefficients, and the E, the noise. The
assumptions of the model required that the residuals be
normally distributed with constant variance over all
estimated values. Each coefficient gives the slope of the
measured variable (e.g., estimated radius) against the
corresponding variable, xk.
The principal independent variables were the actual
radius, viewing radius, and categorical variable of y-axis
nulling (yes or no). In addition, the following variables
were examined in the model: gender, age, session number,
order within session, subject weight, field dependence (of
the subject), and various answers to post-test
questionnaire.
RESULTS
The results for the "Dark" conditions were almost
exactly the same as those from our previous experiment
(Rader et al. 2009): subjects' perception of motion was
generally veridical, except that y-axis nulling increased tilt
perception while decreasing horizontal translation and
radius perception. When the visual scene was present,
manipulation of both the visual scene (i.e. viewing radius)
and vestibular cues (actual radius) had strong effects on
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subject reports. Overall, the viewing radius had more
influence than the actual radius on subjective reports of
perceived tilt angle, horizontal translation, and radius.
Hierarchical mixed regression analysis
We found no significant effects of trial-order, gender,
age, or anthropometry. There were no consistent
significant effects of session, but some subjects performed
noticeably less well in certain sessions. These "off days"
were few in number and did not follow a consistent
pattern.
In models of tilt angle, horizontal translation, and
radius perception including all visual cases (see Tables 2-
4), we found significant effects of actual radius, viewing
radius, and y-axis nulling in 5 out of 9 cases. Note that 2
of the 4 cases that were not significant were the effect of
actual radius on perceived tilt and the effect of viewing
radius on perceived tilt. These findings were not
unexpected since actual tilt angle was constant (10 ) and
was not dependent on either radius. The random subject
effects were not significant overall for perceived radius,
and the model accounted for more than 95% of the
variance.
Table 2. Mixed regression effects models
Significant effects (p<0.05) are marked *.
estimate.
for perceived tilt angle.
SE = Standard error of
Coefficient Estimate ± SE z p-value
Intercept* (A + Si) 13.2 ± 0.87* 15.3 <0.01
Actual radius (Pl) 0.025 ± 0.06°/cm 0.58 0.56
Viewing radius (82) -0.009 ± 0.0250/cm -0.26 0.79
Y-axis nulling* (3) 2.05 ± 0.53" 3.9 <0.01
Table 3. Mixed regression effects models for perceived horizontal
translation. Significant effects are marked *. SE = Standard error of
estimate.
Coefficient Estimate ± SE z p-value
Intercept (A + Si) 5.28 ± 0.78 cm 6.7 <0.01
Actual radius (P) 0.024 ± 0.02 cm/cm 1.1 0.26
Viewing radius* (32) 0.12 ± 0.012 cm/cm 9.96 <0.01
Y-axis nulhng* (3) -3.76 ± 1.2 cm -2.78 <0.01
Table 4. Mixed regression effects models for perceived radius.
Significant effects are marked *. SE = Standard error of estimate.
Coefficient Estimate ± SE z p-value
Intercept (A + SJ) -0.096 ± 1.6 cm -0.059 0.953
Actual radius* (f/) 0.323 ± 0.05 cm/cm -1.410 <0.01
Viewing radius* (G) 0.476 ± 0.03 cm/cm 6.229 <0.01
Y-axis nulling (f3) -4.32 ± 3.11 cm -1.41 0.159
We found no significant effect of y-axis nulling on
perceived radius (Table 4) when a camera was present (p =
0.159). We did, however, find a significant effect of y-axis
nulling in models that included all trials (lighted and dark)
(p < 0.03). Additionally in these models, we found no
cross effect of y-axis nulling and visual-vestibular conflict
(p = 0.26).
Angle of tilt: verbal reports
As shown in Figure 3A, subjects generally
overestimated their reported angle of tilt slightly; most
data from individual trials fell in the 110 to 140 range,
whereas the actual angle was 10* for all trials. Tilt angle
reports were not significantly different from the 0.45 Hz
profile from the previous experiment, where subjects
similarly overestimated their angle of tilt (Rader et al.
2009). As shown by the HMR model, y-axis nulling
significantly increased reported tilt angle (p < 0.01). In all
but one case, reports at the same radius tended to be
slightly closer to the real angle of 100 with subjects at the
viewing radius, but this was not a significant effect.
Confidence was not affected by the absence of a visual
scene (D), or whether or not the viewing radius agreed
with the actual radius (C/NC) (See Figure 3B). Subjects
were significantly overconfident for all 3 visual conditions
(p < 0.05 for each). Subjects were slightly more correct
for no conflict (NC) compared with dark (D), but this was
not significant. Subject reported ranges for tilt angle also
demonstrated this overconfidence and did not show any
consistent evidence of bimodal perception.
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when the visual scene agreed with the actual motion ("no
conflict" cases), it improved reports. However, when the
visual scene was different from the actual radius
("conflict"), it acted as a confound.
Confidence was not affected by the absence of a visual
scene (D), or whether or not the viewing radius agreed
with the actual radius (C/NC) (See Figure 4B). However,
subjects were much more likely to be correct (within +/- 5
inches) in the "no conflict" cases, and much less likely to
,. be correct in the "conflict" cases (all p < 0.01). Subject
reported ranges for horizontal translation demonstrated the
same trends as confidence: the reported ranges were much
more likely to contain the actual translation for "no
25 conflict" cases, and much less likely to contain the actual
translation for "conflict" cases. Furthermore, there was no
evidence of consistent bimodal perception.
Sc NC D
Condition
Figure 3. (A) Subject reported mean tilt perception vs. radius
grouped by view condition. Actual tilt angle was 10 degrees in all
cases (B) Correctness (fraction of times subjects were within +/-2
degrees) and confidence for "conflict" (viewing and actual radius
different), "no conflict" (viewing and actual radius the same), and
"dark" cases. Significant results (p < 0.05) are marked *.
Correctness and confidence would be equal if subjects were able to
perfectly judge their ability to perform the estimation task.
Horizontal translation: verbal reports
The actual horizontal translation in the experiment was
directly dependent on the radius and varied between 0 and
43 cm. Subjects generally reported their horizontal
translation accurately for profiles lacking y-axis nulling in
the dark - as in the previous experiment (Rader et al. 2009)
- or with the visual scene in agreement with the actual
radius (See Figure 4A). The HMR presented previously
showed that y-axis nulling caused subjects to
underestimate their horizontal translation by 4.3 cm (p <
0.01). The visual scene acted as a strong attractant of
subject reports as indicated by the regression analysis (p <
0.01) and by the fact that translation estimates were
strongly skewed towards the translation showed by the
visual scene in the "conflict" case (Figure 4A). However,
we were not able to find a significant effect of the actual
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Figure 4. (A) Subject reported mean horizontal translation perception
vs. radius grouped by camera position. (B) Correctness (fraction of
times subjects were within +/-5 inches) and confidence for "conflict"
(C) (viewing and actual radius different), "no conflict" (NC)
(viewing and actual radius the same), and "dark" (D) cases.
Significant results (p < 0.05) are marked *. Correctness and
confidence would be equal if subjects were able to perfectly judge
their ability to perform the estimation task.
.,14
o=13C 12oa.
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Roll radius: verbal reports
The actual radius of subject ear-center in the
experiment varied between 20 cm above the center (+20
cm) and 122 cm below the center (-122 cm). Subjects
could report if they were above or below the center of
rotation (positive or negative). As with translation,
subjects reports were fairly accurate when there was no y-
axis nulling for both the "dark" and "no conflict" cases
(See Figure 5A). The visual scene acted as a strong
attractant of subject radius estimates as indicated by the
regression analysis (p < 0.01) and by the fact that radius
estimates were strongly skewed towards the viewing radius
in the "conflict" cases (Figure 4A). By contrast, the actual
radius acted as a significantly weaker (though still highly
significant) attractant of subject radius estimates (p <
0.01). As a result, when the viewing radius agreed with
the actual radius ("no conflict" cases), it improved reports.
However, when the viewing radius was different from the
actual radius ("conflict"), it acted as a confound.
We were unable to find a significant effect of y-axis
nulling on perceived radius in models that only included
lighted trials (p = 0.159), but nulling was significant in
dark trials (p < 0.01), and when all cases (light and dark)
were included (p < 0.03).
As with angle of tilt and horizontal translation, radius
confidence did not vary between "dark", "no conflict", and
"conflict" cases (see Figure 5B). However, subjects were
much more likely to be correct (within +/- 5 inches) in the
"no conflict" case, and much less likely to be correct in the
"conflict" case (all p < 0.01). Subject reported ranges for
radius demonstrated the same trends: the reported ranges
were much more likely to contain the actual radius for the
no "conflict" cases, and much less likely to contain the
actual radius in the "conflict" cases. Additionally, overall
performance for the radius range-reporting task was
reduced as compared with horizontal translation (i.e.
subjects were in general more overconfident). As with tilt
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Figure 5. (A) Subject reported mean radius perception vs. radius
grouped by camera position. (B) Correctness (fraction of times
subjects were within +/-5 inches) and confidence for "conflict" (C)
(viewing and actual radius different), "no conflict" (viewing and
actual radius the same), and "dark" (D) cases. Significant results (p <
0.05) are marked *. Correctness and confidence would be equal if
subjects were able to perfectly judge their ability to perform the
estimation task.
Overall influence of the visual scene
In lighted trials, subjects reported translations and radii
closer to what was displayed visually than their actual
motion: i.e., the viewing radius had significantly more
influence than the actual radius on perceived horizontal
translation (p < 0.05) and perceived radius (p < 0.05). To
demonstrate this effect graphically, Figure 6 shows the
average difference between the reported radius and the
viewing radius compared to the average difference
between the reported radius and the actual radius. Fig. 6
also shows analogous differences for horizontal
translation.












Figure 6. (A) Overall mean difference from radius and horizontal
translation consistent with viewing and actual radius for "conflict"
(C) cases. Significant results (p < 0.05) are marked *.
Other results
Performance during training did not significantly
correlate with errors in estimating tilt angle, horizontal
translation, or distance from center of rotation. There were
no significant overall order or session effects, although
some subjects performed significantly worse during some
sessions compared with their other test sessions.
Only 4 subjects ever reported motion sickness, and
only 1 reported a value higher than "2" on a 0-20 scale (a
"9" in one trial). This one report of substantial motion
sickness, as well as over 70% of all reports of motion
sickness, occurred in "conflict" trials.
We found no significant correlation of field
dependence (as determined by the rod and frame test) with
either performance in making estimates or influence of the
visual scene. On the post-test surveys, all subjects
reported that their "other senses" had at least as much
influence on their estimates as the visual scene, and some
reported that they had far more influence (contrary to the
actual data, which showed visual stimuli when present
having a larger influence on average than motion cues).
DISCUSSION
We found significant effects of y-axis nulling, the
actual radius, and the viewing radius on subject motion
perception consistent with findings of a previous study
(Rader et al. 2009), y-axis nulling caused subjects to
overestimate their tilt angle and underestimate their
translation and radius in darkness. Whenever a visual
scene was present, it acted as a strong perceptual attractant,
reducing errors when it was positioned at the actual radius,
and increasing errors when it was not. While both visual
and vestibular cues had a significant influence on
perceptual reports, at the 0.45 frequency tested, overall, the
visual cues had significantly more influence on subject
reports than the non-visual cues.
Hierarchical mixed regression
HMR regression coefficients were presented in the
results. In addition, the HMR intercepts (the A + Si terms
including the grand mean and subject effects) were
significantly different from zero for tilt angle (13.20) and
horizontal translation (5.28 cm). This is consistent with a
mean overestimates of 3.2 in tilt angle and 5.28 cm in
translation at a radius of zero, respectively, across subjects.
The ranges of the random subject effects within these
intercept terms were generally smaller than the effects of
the manipulations. For tilt angle and radius, these subject
effects were consistent with normal distributions with total
ranges of about +/- 2.5" and +/- 3 cm, respectively. For
horizontal translation, the random subject effects were not
normally distributed and showed a bimodal character,
although their total range (less than +/- 2 cm) was small
compared with the effects of camera radius at -120 cm
(14.4 cm).
The distribution of the residuals was consistent with
normal for all three models under a Kolmogorov-Smirnov
test. In the fit of perceived radius, however, subjects'
response variance was significantly lower when they were
located at the center (R = 0 cm). This was likely because a
radius of "0" acted as a reporting anchor (rather than a
perceptual one). At any other radius (e.g. R = -60 cm),
subjects would report values around the actual radius with
the same relative consistency, but would rarely report the
actual radius (especially since it was reported in inches,
and -23.6 inches is not a round number). Conversely,
when a subjects' perception was near the center, they
would be much more likely to actually report zero. This is
supported by the relative scarcity of reports near but not
actually at zero (i.e. 1-2 inches from the center). Indeed,
when the actual "0" reports were excluded from the model
(about a third of reports when R = 0 cm), the variance
about the center (R = 0 cm) was no longer significantly
different from that measured elsewhere (p = 0.26) by
Levene's test.
Geometric consistency
As for our earlier study (Rader et al. 2009), even when
subjects made large perceptual errors, their reports of tilt,
translation, and distance from center of rotation were
internally geometrically consistent. This was confirmed
using paired t-tests that grouped subject reports across
sessions and found that p was not less than 0.05 when we
tested to determine if the actual and predicted responses
were different (i.e., geometrically inconsistent). More
specifically, using any two of the three quantities - angle of
tilt, horizontal translation, and radius - one could correctly
calculate the third. Subjects indicated that they did not
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perform this calculation overtly; yet, their reports did not
deviate significantly from the geometric constraint across
any of the cases (dark p = 0.41; conflict p = 0.14; no
conflict p = 0.42).
This geometric consistency was likely built up as a
cognitive influence on perception through knowledge of
the tilt device capabilities including that acquired during
informed consent and in training, This effect has also been
observed in linear acceleration perception studies
(Wertheim et al. 2001), and is particularly strong when
subjects actually see the motion device before or during
the experiment (Israel et al. 1993).
Tilt angle, translation, and radius without visual scene
Subjects overestimated their tilt angle, especially when
the y-axis forces were nulled. This is consistent with
swing and passive yaw studies employing magnitude
perception, which have highlighted a tendency for subjects
to overestimate tilt and translation in the dark, possibly as
a safety mechanism in an unfamiliar environment (Guedry
and Harris 1963; Israel et al. 1995; Ivanenko et al. 1997;
Jongkees and Groen 1946). This would explain the
general pattern of overestimation.
In cases without a visual scene, translation and radius
estimates were nearly veridical when there was no y-axis
nulling, and were significantly underestimated during y-
axis nulling. This suggests that the lack of confirming y-
axis otolith cues did have some effect in reducing the
perception of motion in favour of a perception of being
closer to the center of rotation and at a larger angle. A lack
of y-axis otolith information has two possible
interpretations: (a) no motion in the y-axis, or (b) swing
motion at exactly the correct set of radius, tilt angle, and
frequency. While interpretation (b) was in fact the actual
motion case in the experiment, interpretation (a) is
arguably more likely in everyday life since few motions
combine the exact radius, frequency, and angle to achieve
perfect cancellation of y-axis forces. Such prior estimates
of probability of different classes of motion could
influence the neural processing towards solutions
favouring motions of lower amplitude when y-axis forces
are nulled. Combined with a preferential focus on the
extant cues (e.g., semi-circular canal cues), this could drive
perceptions towards those observed in the experiment.
This suggests that while internal models are able to
correctly resolve motions even if some cues (e.g. y-axis
otolith signals) are absent, the implementation may be
imperfect and rely to some extent on some kind of
weighted processing, filtering (i.e. frequency segregation
(Mayne 1974)), or experience.
Influence of the visual scene
The visual scene was the strongest attractant of subject
reports in all cases. This indicates that our pre-recorded
visual scene was sufficiently immersive to strongly drive
perception, even when combined with completely different
vestibular cues. Overall, subject reports were significantly
more consistent with the viewing radius than with the
actual radius. This contrasted with post-test questionnaire
results, where all ten subjects reported "influence of
internal sense" as equal to, or higher than, "influence of
visual scene".
Moreover, influence of the visual scene was not
correlated with either overall performance, or field
dependence as established by the rod and frame test. Two
subjects did demonstrate a small tendency to report
perceptions slightly more consistent with the actual radius
than the visual scene, but these subjects likely did so for
different reasons. One of these subjects had the lowest
reporting errors in all three cases (dark, no conflict, and
conflict); it is possible that this subject was actually more
influenced by their vestibular and proprioceptive cues, but
this is impossible to establish. The other subject reported a
conscious effort to reject the information displayed by the
visual scene, and as a result, ended up with the highest
overall errors of any subject because the visual scene
agreed with the correct radius as often as it differed.
Visual-vestibular conflict
Although performance was significantly degraded
when the visual scene showed a different radius from the
actual radius, subjects in general could not identify the
trials where the visual and vestibular cues were in conflict.
Subject confidence was not affected by the presence of
a conflict, but conflicts dramatically reduced a subject's
likelihood of being correct. Some previous experiments
have demonstrated that subjects can detect conflict
between projected visual scenes and device motion (Berger
and Bulthoff 2009; Butler et al. 2006), although this is for
when there are large differences in translation gain factors
or even motion in a different direction (which would be
expected to be more obvious, such as if there were large
phase differences in our experiment). In the present
experiment, the tilt angle and frequency cues were
congruent even in the "conflict" case. And even in these
studies, subjects did not do particularly well at identifying
conflict, reporting no conflict in some cases where the gain
varies by almost 1.5. Moreover, the baseline ability of
subjects in these studies to correctly identify cases without
conflict when none is present is around 0.55 (Berger and
Bulthoff 2009) - remarkably close to the overall
confidence levels of subjects in this experiment.
Similar to confidence, subject reported range
(equivalent to 90% confidence intervals) was not
significantly expanded in cases where the visual scene was
in conflict with the actual motion. It is interesting to note
that the center of subject reported confidence intervals
often deviated from the reported "most likely" value for tilt
angle and horizontal translation, though not for roll radius.
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Despite this, there was no overall evidence of bimodal
perceptions because the most likely values across subjects
invariably fell between the radii suggested by the visual
scene and the actual radius. Moreover, since the range was
just as likely to fall on one side as the other, subjects
displayed an overall reporting character consistent with a
weighted solution as opposed to competitive selection
between the individual visual and vestibular signals.
Previous experiments have also suggested that subjects
may use a Bayesian model that holds vision as more
reliable than vestibular cues (Berger et al. 2004).
Not only were subjects unable to reliably identify trials
with cue conflicts, subjects were apparently not aware of
their biases toward the visual scenes. Seven out of ten
subjects reported that they were less influenced by the
visual scene (with the remaining 3 reporting equal
influence), however the opposite was in fact true. Further,
subjects were not able to judge their performance in
estimating horizontal translation or roll radius. We found
no correlation between subjects who thought they
performed well or poorly at the estimation tasks and those
who actually did perform well or poorly. In other words,
subjects as a whole failed to reliably assess their ability to
perform the estimation tasks. In fact, there seemed to be
no reliable predictor of performance or of visual scene
influence (experience, gender, age, post-test self-
assessment, field dependence, etc.).
SUMMARY
The results showed that subjects were influenced by
both visual cues and actual sensed motion, although the
visual cues were on average more influential. Subjects
generally reported perceptions consistent with radii
somewhere between the radius of the visual scene and the
actual radius in a geometrically consistent manner (see
Figure 7). These results suggest that subjects used an
internal model to combine all visual and vestibular cues,
along with known geometric constraints, to estimate their
overall motion. Moreover, subjects were not in general
able to overtly detect cue conflicts, nor judge their biases
(visual versus vestibular) or performance.
Figure 7. Graphical representation of tilt angle and radius perceptions
(represented by the center of the subject's head) for cases when the visual
scene was present. Vestibular icon depicts actual radius, camera icon
depicts visual radus, and seated human depicts subject's perception:
(Left) With actual radius at 0 cm and the camera at -122 cm, the subject
thought they were somewhere between, though closer to the camera
radius. (Center) With actual radius at -122 cm and the camera at 0 cm,
the subject thought they were somewhere between, though again closer to
the camera radius. (Right) With the camera and actual radius at -122 cm,
the subject thought they were close to the real radius. Note that the tilt
angle is overestimated in all cases and yet geometric consistency is
preserved.
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This chapter compares the experimental results presented in Chapters 3 and 4
with the predictions from particle filter model provided by Jean Laurens [61] and an
Observer model implemented by Newman and Oman [97]. The causes for arising
discrepancies between the model estimates and experimental results are examined. Based
on these findings, a post-hoc fitting of the model estimates and a novel extension to the
Observer model are implemented. These show closer agreement with the experimental
results.
6.1 Modeling Background
Modeling the processes of central integration is analogous to aerospace guidance
and navigation. The similarity arises because humans face the same task as autonomous
aerospace vehicles: both types of sensory guidance systems must determine and track
motion in space using noisy and incomplete sensory information to update a state vector
containing information about motion. By extension, many of the same mathematical
approaches can be used for both models: for example, the steady-state Kalman Filter used
by Borah, Young, and Curry to model the orientation perception of a human riding
passively in a vehicle worked in much the same way as an aerospace guidance system
[86, 124]. Most current models fall into one of four classes: pure Bayesian estimation,
Kalman filtering, particle filtering, and Observer models. Some models are hybrids:
Groen and Hosman developed a model that uses visual and vestibular information that is
fed back and compared to a state estimate (like an observer), but it uses a low-pass
filtering scheme to resolve the tilt-translation ambiguity [125].
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This chapter only deals with particle filters and observer models, but some
background on Bayesian estimation and Kalman filtering models is presented in
Appendix A.
6.1.1 Particle Filter Models
Particle filters are a form of sequential Monte Carlo or Markhov chain modeling.
They are more computationally intensive than other types of models because some
implementations require that each probability distribution be sampled many times per
time step. Although they don't require assumptions about model feedback weights
(usually "tuned" for other models from experimental data), they do require information
about priors.
Particle filtering generates prior and posterior probability distributions of many
particles which are tracked, selected, and allowed to develop over time. Interactions of
sensory information arise as a consequence of joint probability at each time step. One of
the main advantages of a particle filter over other types of models is that it not only
computes the mean probable outcome (perception), but it provides a probability density
function from which the mean, mode, and variance (uncertainty) can be estimated. Priors
can account for some common illusions and misperceptions. A prior of low acceleration
might account for the somatogravic illusion (the tendency to interpret constant linear
acceleration as due to tilt) [61]. Indeed, prolonged constant accelerations are unlikely in
nature. This also accounts for the decay of steady-state signals over time: with steady-
state velocity or sub-threshold accelerations, the initial velocity perception is optimal, but
the reliability and weighting of the cues decay exponentially [29, 126]. The central
nervous system might maintain assumptions about initial conditions, and such
assumptions would actually be weighted higher as uncertainty accumulates.
The distributed and parallel nature of a particle filter mimics neural network
architecture used by the brain. Paulin suggested that the cerebellum may have evolved as
a neuronal machine for Bayesian state estimation, and applied a particle filter model to
demonstrate how it might work in predators for prey detection [127].
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6.1.2 Laurens and Droulez Particle Filter Model
Laurens and Droulez developed a particle filter model that correctly predicts
responses to many motion profiles including OVAR [61]. Jean Laurens was kind enough
to provide C++ code, and the results of this model will be examined for experiment 1.
A more detailed description can be found in [61], but in brief, the Laurens and
Droulez model first calculates the rotation vector using the canal stimulation model
developed by Raphan & Cohen [126]. The deflection of the cupula is determined and
random Gaussian noise is added to the angular velocity. Gravity is converted into
egocentric coordinates for the current estimated orientation. Next, n possible head
orientation variables ("particles") are computed and assigned with relative weights (each
introducing noise). The life cycle of each particle is tracked over time, while re-sampling
is applied to select a new set of n from the previous set based on the prior probability.
Their model starts at t = -5 s (t = 0 s being the stimulus start time) in order to bias early
estimates towards zero motion and to allow the model to settle to steady-state.
6.1.3 Observer Models
Observer theory is an application of state estimation using error monitoring and
feedback updating. Observer models assume that the brain uses internal representations
of the motion variables, and internal models of the geometrical and physical relationships
that link them. This scheme allows for representations that may not be directly
observable as sensory input or motor output (effectively yielding emergent properties).
The internal estimate is compared with the measured input to determine an error feedback
signal which is passed through internal model of motor dynamics to generate a state
estimate. This state estimate is then passed through a sensory dynamic model to generate
the new estimate, and so on. In effect, the output of central integration is compared with
the expected input from the sensors, and this sensory conflict difference is used to drive
central estimates of angular velocity, gravity, and linear acceleration towards actual
values.
Observer theory was first applied to spatial orientation in a sensory conflict model
developed by Oman [57]. The Merfeld model, an adapted version of the original Oman
model, shows how canal and other cues might help establish static and dynamic
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orientation [128]. It was originally applied to squirrel monkeys [128], and later to
humans for a variety of motion profiles [15, 34], and assumes that the sensory dynamics
were identical to the central nervous system internal model. Each residual conflict vector
(observed - expected) is weighted with a single free parameter. Model predictions are
consistent with animal VOR data and mathematically congruent with the models
proposed by Robinson [129] and Raphan and Cohen [130].
The observer model used in this experiment has been modified from its original
version by Haslwanter et al. [90] to include the additional state estimates (position and
velocity) necessary for displacement estimation and visual sensory interaction. The
version used in this research was developed and codified by Newman and Oman [97].
6.2 Comparison of Experiment 1 with a Particle Filter Model
The motion profiles were examined using a particle filter model developed by
Laurens and Droulez (described in their earlier work; [61]). Table 6.1 shows the
parameters used for the model (see [61]), and Figures 6.1 - 6.3 show the model results.
At each time step, 10 sub-simulations were run with 500 particles in each. Averaging
across sub-simulations helped smooth the results.
Table 6.1: Particle filter model parameters
Number of
SCC noise SCC time Prior Angular Particles sub- Total
level constant acceleration velocity per simulation particles
simulation





Figure 6.1. Tilt angle predictions from the particle filter model (y-axis = degrees, x-axis = time).
The solid line is the mean estimate of particles at any time step. SO = Swing only; YN = Y-axis force
nulling; ZN = Z-axis force nulling; ZD = Z-axis force doubling. Note that the particle filter model does not
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Figure 6.2. Y-axis acceleration predictions from the particle filter model (y-axis = m/s 2, x-axis =
time). The solid line is the mean estimate of particles at any time step. SO = Swing only; YN = Y-axis
force nulling; ZN = Z-axis force nulling; ZD = Z-axis force doubling. Note that the particle filter model
only predicts a significant y-axis magnitude attenuation for the swing-only condition.
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Figure 6.3. Z-axis acceleration predictions from the particle filter model (y-axis = m/s2, x-axis =
time). The solid line is the mean estimate of particles at any time step. SO = Swing only; YN = Y-axis
force nulling; ZN = Z-axis force nulling; ZD = Z-axis force doubling. Note that the particle filter model
correctly predicts the Z-axis force modulations arising from all four conditions.
The particle filter model predicted no effect of y-axis nulling. This may be partly
because the model did not include thresholds and thus even a small y-axis variation could
be successfully resolved by the model when it could not by subjects. The model did
however demonstrate significant differences in z-axis GIF as a result of z-axis nulling
and doubling (Figure 6.3). However, the particle filter model does not address the
question of how this z-axis force variation would be perceived by the subject.
Mathematically, it would be equally possible for a subject to interpret this GIF difference
as arising from tilt at a different radius, or as actual z-axis translation.
Additionally in the experiment subjects were familiarized and trained on the
device. They were aware that it was capable of swing motions, but it was not overtly
explained that this could be combined with z-axis translations (and no subjects reported
significant z-axis translation). Thus, based on knowledge of the tilt device, a more likely
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different radii. These model limitations are also present with the observer model, and this
is discussed further below.
6.3 Comparison of Experiment 1 with Observer Model
We compared the results of the first experiment with an observer model
implemented in Matlab by Newman and Oman [97]. Their model is a modified and
extended version of the model proposed by Merfeld and Zupan [15], in a topology
suggested by Haslwanter [90] (see Figure 6.4). It also includes the additional position
and velocity estimates necessary for displacement estimation. At each time step of the
simulation the estimated linear acceleration vector is transformed to the limbic coordinate
system using a quaternion rotation and integrated twice to obtain estimates of position
and velocity change. The integration of acceleration to velocity is accomplished with
leaky integrators with individual time constants for motion about each limbic coordinate
axis.





Figure 6.4. Extended Vestibular Model (from [97]). Modifications to the original Merfeld & Zupan (2002)
model are outlined in black and denoted A - F. (A) Head to limbic coordinate frame transformation. (B)
Leaky integrator for velocity estimate. Note [15] included a similar leaky integrator to obtain velocity
estimates for the translational component of the VOR. (C) Integrator for position estimate. (D) Estimated
azimuth (E-F) Additional feedback gains and Kcofand K1. See Table 6.2 for free parameter values used in
simulation.
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Table 6.2A shows the model input parameters. Table 6.2B shows the observer
modeling results (Model Results row). The model predictions qualitatively agree with
the data in several ways. In all four conditions, the model predicted an overestimation of
tilt angle as in the experiment (Table 6.2B, Experiment Results row). Non-zero values
of velocity and translation are estimated in the center condition. A reduced horizontal
translation is predicted by the model for the y-axis nulling case.
However, as in the case of the particle filter, the model fails to predict any effect
of z-axis nulling or doubling on tilt or horizontal translation perception, and the model is
silent on how subjects would interpret the z-axis force variation: distance from the center
of rotation is not a direct output of the model. Due to subject knowledge of the
capabilities of the tilt device, if subjects assumed that they were experiencing normal
swing motion, they would be likely to interpret the z-axis force modulation as an estimate
of their swing radius. The distances from the center of rotation estimates in Table 6.2 are
determined based on that assumption (given a model-predicted z-axis force variation, we
calculate the equivalent radius). A graphical presentation is shown in Figures 6.7 - 6.9.
Table 6.2. (A) Observer model parameters, and (B) Actual values, model estimates, model
estimates fit to swing geometry (see 6.3.1), experimental results, and radius constrined model predictions
(see 6.3.2). (C = Center, YN = y-axis nulled, ZN = z-axis nulled, ZD = z-axis doubled).
A. Observer Model Parameters
Leaky time constants Feedback gains
Acceleration GIFain OGFgain SC gain GIF own
Tx TYy E gain (Ka) (10) (Kka) (Ko 0
16.7 16.7 1 -2 2 2 3 2
B. Observer Model Results N _E ParameBter
Peek vd. Iinser I Peak angular I odnia1 Til ane I 5 RF
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6.3.1 Geometric Least-Squares Post-hoc Fit
Subjects in both experiments consistently reported perceptions of tilt angle,
horizontal translation, and radius that were internally geometrically consistent (i.e.
denoting a swing motion that was actually possible, and when knowing two of these
dependent variables, it would be possible to calculate the third; see Chapters 4-5). The
observer model was not constrained to make geometrically consistent estimates of tilt
angle, horizontal translation, and radius, but it is possible to modify these results to form
a solution with the lowest least-squares error in differences from the original predictions.
In other words, we take the model estimates of tilt angle and horizontal translation, and
satisfy:
COR = (HOR/2)/tan(), (6.1)
Where COR is the fitted estimate of radius, HOR is the fitted estimate of
translation, and 0 is the fitted estimate of tilt angle, where the deviation of the fitted
estimates of HOR, COR, and 0 from the model predictions is minimized in a least-
squares sense. Note that methodology includes a small angle assumption that results in
less than 4% error for 100.
The model predictions, when so fit to the closest geometrically consistent swing
motion, demonstrate a better qualitative and quantitative match to the experimental
results (see Figures 6.7-6.9).
6.3.2 Radius Constrained Observer Model
The brain might interpret the differences in z-axis force modulation across z-axis
nulling, swing only, and z-axis doubling conditions, as arising from either actual
translations, or simply from swing motion at different radii. The latter interpretation
would arguably be weighted with a higher prior probability given a subject's motion
experience. If the modulation in z-axis force was used by the brain to estimate swing
radius, and perception was biased towards geometrically consistent motions, can we
model this effect?
We developed a radius-constrained version of the observer model, where the
modulation in z-axis forces (treated as a "tuned" model parameter) was explicitly
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interpreted as an external radius estimate. This overt radius estimate was combined with
the model's internal estimate of GIF to estimate a new linear acceleration (see Figure
6.5). A constrained geometry, though likely a significant factor, was unlikely to entirely
drive perception. The mean z-axis acceleration (DC component) would likely play an
additional role. Therefore, since we did not wish to entirely replace the model estimate
of linear acceleration, we weighted this constraint in combination with the unmodified
acceleration estimate. Since linear acceleration was fed back into the model, this
geometric weighting factor imposed a partial geometric constraint on the entire model
analogous to how knowledge of the swing geometry might impose a perceptual influence.
Note that the total weighting of geometric constraint and actual estimate should always
sum to 1.
Figure 6.5. Radius constrained observer model. The linear acceleration estimate is a weighted combination
of a geometrically constrained value determined from an independent radius parameter and the internal
estimate of gravity (Equation 6.3), combined in a weighted sense with the normal acceleration estimate.
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The explicitly assumed radius, R = +0.43 cm or R = -2.18 cm, for z-axis nulling
or doubling, respectively) was calculated by assuming that the time-varying component
of z-axis GIF arose solely to swing radius (derivation is given in Appendix of Chapter 4):
Z-axis GIF time varying component = [G Oma - 2 R ( 0max)2], (6.2)
where G = -9.8 m/s 2, Omax is the maximum tilt angle (10"), co is the roll frequency
(co= 2f), and fis the oscillation frequency, and R is the radius in question. This gave R
values of +43 cm and -218 cm for z-axis nulling and z-axis doubling, respectively. Note




















Figure 6.6. Z-axis GIF magnitude versus radius.
This radius constrained model then calculates an estimate of tangential
acceleration using the current model estimate of tilt angle and the constrained radius
(note that this uses a Taylor series small angle assumption, see Chapter 4 Appendix):
a,=-R Om.o 2 cos(0), (6.3)
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where a, is the tangential acceleration estimate to be weighted and fed back into
the system, R is the constrained radius (from Eq. 6.2), O,,a is the maximum angle (100),
co is the frequency (0.45 Hz), and 0 is the internal estimate of angle.
We tested a number of geometric weighting factors (G) to "tune" them with
respect to the data and found that 0.4 produced estimates fairly close to the experimental
results. Table 6.2 (Radius constrained row) shows the effect of radius constraints for the
z-axis nulling and doubling cases with geometric weighting factors of 0.4. Note that the
radius constraints were able to influence both the horizontal translation and radius
estimates in a manner consistent with the experimental results. In effect, the radius
constraints (equivalent to a perceptual suggestion of radius based on swing geometry),
had precisely the same impact as z-axis nulling and doubling.
Figures 6.7-6.9 show a comparison of the observer estimates (with geometric
post-hoc fitting and radius constraints) and experimental results for experiment 1.
Although the model output agrees qualitatively with the experimental results, there are
significant quantitative differences. The post-hoc geometric fit and radius constraint
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Figure 6.7. Experiment 1 results compared with actual values, model output, post-hoc fit to swing
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Figure 6.8. Experiment 1 results compared with actual values, model output, post-hoc fit to swing
geometry, and radius-constrained estimates for horizontal translation.
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Figure 6.8. Experiment 1 results compared with actual values, model output, post-hoc fit to swing
geometry, and radius-constrained estimates for radius.
6.4 Comparison of Experiment 2 with Observer Model
The Observer model implemented by Newman and Oman [97] also includes the
ability to process visual inputs. Newman tuned the additional visual parameters (denoted
with a subscript "v') to match the modeling results and validation data of Borah, Young
and Curry [86] using a trial and error method based on the pertinent data characteristics
(e.g. rise times, steady state values, amplitudes, and phase angles). Figure 6.10 shows the

















Figure 6.10. Visual - vestibular interaction model (from [97]). Static and dynamic visual inputs are added
to the extended vestibular model of Figure 6.5. Model inputs now include static visual position (x-) and
gravity G and dynamic visual velocity (x and angular velocity (-i). All cues are centrally combined
and used to generate internal estimates of angular velocity ('), acceleration (a, velocity (v), position ()
and gravity (-). Vestibular and visual free parameters are highlighted in grey. Values for these parameters
are shown in Table 6.3A.
The observer model estimates are compared with results from experiment 2 in
Table 6.3. These estimates are qualitatively very consistent with the results from
experiment 2 (e.g. in the effects of y-axis nulling on translation and radius estimates), but
there are several quantitative discrepancies. In particular, the model estimates generally
show visual gains somewhat lower than the experiment. For example, in the YN/NC
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case, the visual scene shows more influence on horizontal translation perception than the
model. By contrast, doubling all visual gains in the observer model brought the
translation and radius model estimates closer to the experimental results (possibly
because of the high visual influence identified in the experiment (0.47 compared with
0.32 for vestibular, see Chapter 5). However, this visual gain doubling makes the angle
estimates worse because it brings them closer to the actual value of 100 (whereas subjects
overestimated the tilt angle despite visual cues showing tilt angles of 100). Figures 6.11-
6.13 show a comparison of the experimental results and Observer estimates for both the
unmodified and double visual gain cases.
Table 6.3. (A) Observer model parameters, and (B) Actual values, model estimates, model
estimates with doubled visual gains, and experimental results. C/NC = Center/no conflict (actual & camera
radius at center); C/C = Center/conflict (actual radius at center, camera at -122 cm); YN/NC = y-axis
nulled/no conlfict (actual & camera radius at -122 cm); YN/C = y-axis nulled/conflict (actual radius at -122
cm, camera radius at 0 cm).
A. Observer Model Parameters
Leaky time constants Feedback gains Visual Parameters
Acceleraton GIFgn GIFgain SCCgain GIFp in
ain (Ka) (KI) (Kfw) (Kw) (Kof)
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Figure 6.11. Experiment 2 results comparted with actual values, model estimates, and model
estimates with visual gains doubled for tilt angle.
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Figure 6.12. Experiment 2 results comparted with actual values, model estimates, and model
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Figure 6.13. Experiment 2 results comparted with actual values, model estimates, and model
estimates with visual gains doubled for for radius.
6.5 Summary of Modeling Results
The particle filter and observer model estimates agreed qualitatively with the
experimental data in several ways, but there were several quantitative differences. These
differences likely arose from intrinsic model assumptions. Specifically, the models do
not impose any geometric constraints (as perception can and the experiments
demonstrated that the subjects were aware of), do not include the effects of thresholds
(which would limit subject resolution of small otolith signals), do not include priors of
zero motion (which motion experience would suggest), and assume that subjects are
naive (in particular that they have no knowledge of the capabilities of the tilt device,
which was not the case for our subjects). Additionally, the models only predict GIF
discrimination; they do not predict estimates of radius directly or address how GIF will
be interpreted. Although radius is a particularly important perceptual characteristic of
swing rotation, it is much harder to model because it requires memory model estimates
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must be stored and interpreted geometrically over many time steps (unlike for
accelerations or angles).
Several specific novel modifications to the models and their estimates were
implemented in this Chapter in order to account for these modeling limitations. These
modifications invariably improved agreement between experimental results and model
estimates. A post-hoc fitting of model estimates for the first experiment to account for
geometric consistency improved agreement between model and experiment, and
suggested a means by which differences in z-axis GIF could account for discrepancies in
perceived y-axis translation and tilt angle (which should not be directly affected by z-axis
force unless interpreted as part of an internal model). A radius-constrained extension of
the Observer model (where variations in z-axis GIF are interpreted as being driven by
variations in radius - a natural assumption given prior experience) also produced
estimates much closer to the experimental results.
The observer estimates were much closer to the experimental results in the second
experiment because vision proved so dominant. In fact, the fact that doubling the visual
gains improved agreement between model and experiment suggests that higher visual
gains than those found by Borah, Young, and Curry [124] are appropriate here.
MOTION PERCEPTION WITH CONGRUENT AND CONFLICTING VISUAL AND
VESTIBULAR CUES
CHAPTER SEVEN: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Chapter Seven
7 Conclusions and Recommendations
This thesis consisted of literature reviews of vestibular mechanisms, perception,
and modeling (Chapters 1 and 2), two related experiments on motion perception with
ambiguous or conflicting vestibular and visual cues (Chapters 4-5), and a literature
review of models and a comparison of their estimates with the experimental results
(Chapter 6). The major findings of this work are summarized below, and
recommendations are provided for future experimental and modeling efforts.
7.1 Major Findings
The experiments demonstrated the role played by the semicircular canals as well
as both the y-axis and z-axis forces on the otoliths on overall motion perception. Subjects
were generally able to resolve their motion veridically in absence of confirming supra-
threshold otolith cues, although horizontal translation and radius were underestimated,
while tilt angle was overestimated. Subjects were also able to resolve their motion
veridically in the absence of confirming z-axis forces (z-force nulling), although this
contributed to additional underestimation of horizontal translation and radius with further
increases in tilt angle estimates; z-axis force doubling had the opposite effect. These
results confirm hypotheses 1 and 3, and highlight that subjects used a geometrically
consistent internal model that included known capabilities of the motion device to resolve
their motion. By contrast, a simple filtering of otolith signals based on frequency
segregation could not account for these results, nor would it explain why z-axis force
would affect perceived tilt angle or horizontal translation.
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Experiment 2 presented subjects with a visual-vestibular conflict by using a
projection of a visual scene showing motion at a different radius. Subjects were
influenced by both their vestibular and body cues (relative radius weighting = 32%) and
the visual scenes (relative radius weighting = 48%), though the visual scene carried
significantly more influence (hypothesis 2). When the visual scene agreed with the actual
radius, it improved estimates; when it conflicted, it acted as a confound. There was no
evidence that subjects had bimodal perception; when the visual and vestibular cues were
in conflict, perceptions were consistent with a weighted combination of visual and
vestibular cues, rather than a competitive selection between them.
Moreover, as indicated by their relative confidence reports and a post-test
questionnaire, subjects did not seem to be either able to identify when the visual and
vestibular cues were in conflict, nor estimate their visual-vestibular biases. Subject
confidence was not reduced by conflict, and there were no significant cross-effects of
camera conflict and tilt angle, horizontal translation, or radius estimates. Additionally,
although all subjects rated the influence of their "internal sense" at least as high (if not
much higher) than the camera influence, subjects were almost universally more
influenced by the camera radius. Although we cannot entirely rule out that ambiguity
might drive cue weighting in an internal model and affect reporting confidence, we found
no confirming experimental evidence of such. This carries severe implications for the
aerospace field, as it suggests that pilots are unlikely to be able to overtly determine when
they are experiencing spatial disorientation arising from conflicting visual and vestibular
cues.
Finally, the particle filter and observer model estimates showed some qualitative
and quantitative agreement with the experimental results, but also highlighted some
significant discrepancies arising from implicit assumptions in the models. The models do
not impose any geometric constraints, do not include the effects of thresholds, do not
include priors of no motion, and assume that subjects are naive and have no knowledge of
the capabilities of the tilt device. Several novel modifications of the models and their
estimates are implemented to account for geometric and knowledge constraints; these
significantly improve the agreement between model estimates and experimental results.
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7.2 Recommendations for Future Work
Several recommendations are provided below for experimenters and modellers
expanding upon this work.
7.2.1 Experiment
It should be noted that although the experimental results highlighted many
tendencies that can probably be generalized across a wide range of conditions, there may
also be particular effects of motion amplitude and frequency, and by the fact that we only
examined swing motions. Experiment 1 demonstrated that the same general tendencies
were present at 0.8 Hz, but their significance was reduced less than at 0.45 Hz for most
cases; this may have been an effect of the lower signal-to-noise ratio (the actual
horizontal translations and radii were lower), but we cannot rule out a frequency
dependent effect. Although an internal model including geometric and knowledge
constraints is likely applied at any frequency, the manner in which they are applied and
relative weighting of these effects could differ significantly across frequencies.
It would also be interesting to test subjects who had no knowledge of the motion
device, or were not trained (although this makes direct magnitude estimation less
reliable) in order to quantify the effect of this knowledge. However, swing motions are
fairly prevalent in our experience and, given similar cues, subjects may assume swing
motions even if subjects are not familiarized with the device. For that reason, it would be
highly instructive to actually mislead subjects on the motion capabilities of the device by
training them on a different type of device in different motion profiles. Would an
assumption of different device capabilities alter their perception? Would geometric
consistency be preserved under these conditions? In fact, it would be interesting to test if
this apparent perceptual geometric consistency is preserved at all for profiles other than
swing motion.
What effect would y- and z- axis nulling, doubling, or other similar manipulations
have for different motion profiles? It is highly probable that the effects of these
manipulations were specific to swing motions (e.g. z-axis force modulation may not be
universally interpreted as a radius cue). Rather, it is likely that the perceptual
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interpretation of such manipulations is directly dependent on the specific assumed motion
geometry.
The effects of manipulation of the visual scene, and the relative weighting of
visual and vestibular cues, were likely highly dependent on the experimental conditions.
The influence of the visual scene is likely to depend on assumptions of motion geometry,
as well as agreement with the vestibular cues in terms of gain, direction, and frequency.
For example, how much influence would a visual scene have if it were reversed in phase?
Likely much less, although some of the cues would still be consistent if the reversal were
exactly 180 degrees. What if the visual angle were doubled but the motion profiles were
kept consistent? What if the angle of view or viewing distance were manipulated? What
if the recorded visual scene was replaced with a single luminous line (e.g. a horizon)?
The list of possible manipulations and their possible associated impacts on visual scene
influence is endless.
We were unable to record many cases of reported motion sickness, and we are
thus unable to draw any firm conclusions in this area. However, in general there were
more reports of minor motion sickness when the vestibular cues were most ambiguous
(y- and z- axis nulling in experiment 1), and when the visual and vestibular cues were in
conflict (experiment 2). A longer visual-vestibular interaction experiment could examine
motion sickness and adaptation using a projected visual scene and our nulling profiles.
It would be instructive and highly relevant to aerospace applications to attempt
these visual and vestibular manipulations under realistic flight simulation conditions.
What motion cues are important for a realistic aircraft or a lunar lander simulator, and
what cues can be safely ignored? How important is fully developed and realistic visual
scene?
7.2.2 Modeling
Although our current models are able to predict a wide range of experimental
results, they suffer from the lack of ability to account for motion context. Although
motion context (knowledge of geometric constraints and device capabilities) may not
play a strong role in vestibular action (e.g. VOR), it is undoubtedly a critical factor in
motion perception. Models could be "tuned" to account for different classes of motion
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(swing motion, motion in a two-dimensional plane, walking/running, general rectilinear
motion).
A model of perception might attempt to determine a most-likely pattern of motion
over time (for steady-state motion), and include the ability to consider information about
motion constraints based on a motion device or projected path in space (i.e. a cognitive
map). When motion along a constrained path is likely, visual and vestibular cue might be
fit to the best estimate of this path. A perceptual model might even include the
contribution of centrally mediated navigation cues like the place cells and head direction
cells.
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A.1 Neural representation of vestibular signals
How is spatial information actually encoded in neurons? Some evidence suggests
the existence of cerebellar and brainstem motion-sensitive neurons whose firing rates
match the computations necessary to form internal model of physical motions [90, 131].
There is also evidence that the posterior parietal cortex is involved in updating for
saccadic movements, and may receive vestibular signals from the brain stem. The
thalamus is likely responsible for converting the vestibular signals into spatial updating
information. This may involve a ventro-lateral thalamus projection pathway, or
vestibular nuclei projections to the intralaminar nuclei of the thalamus [132]. Cortical
processes in the dorsal medial superior temporal area (MSTd) may be linked to the
mediation of perception of self-motion. Neurons have also shown directional tuning in
absence of visual cues - presumably from vestibular input [133].
Paulin observed that spatial aspects of stimuli are often mapped into neural arrays
that preserve topology [134], suggesting that neuron spike location and timing help form
a state-space map of head. Single spikes may relay sufficient information to form such a
map, and can be represented as discrete measurements of continuous multivariate
quantities. Furthermore, the brain contains at least 10" parallel computing elements, and
may be ideally suited to a particle filtering application. Neuron recordings in the cortex
of macaques have shown evidence of distributed motion variable encoding, which could
provide a substrate for the population codes necessary to perform Bayesian inference
[135]. Bartelomi et al. developed a model for central nervous system (CNS) cue
processing, and hypothesized that utricular and saccular stimuli may be encoded as if
they were always produced by a 1 G GIF vector as a result of evolution on Earth [136].
A.2 Human Navigation
Multiple studies have shown that humans have an intrinsic ability to perform path
integration, whereby they maintain a sense of position and direction, even in absence of
an absolute position reference [137-140]. Sensory input is integrated by head direction
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cells, grid cells and place cells to update a cognitive map. Translational motions inducing
linear VOR are compensated for accurately for high frequencies of translations, with
response magnitude decreasing with decreasing stimulus frequency [139]. Although
perception of translation is often maintained after VOR has decayed, vestibular
information alone is often not sufficient for robust path integration.
A persistent sense of motion can rely on cues not normally associated with
spatial orientation such as non-directional vibration. For example, it has been
demonstrated that subjects performing a path integration task assumed that their motion
remained constant throughout a translation plane shift as a result of the consistent
mechanical vibration cues [139]. This influence of non-directional cues on motion
perception may be subconscious and does not necessarily extend to reflexive vestibular
action (e.g. VOR).
A.3 Models of Motion Sickness and Cue Re-Adaptation in Spaceflight
The most widely accepted model of motions sickness proposes that motion
sickness symptoms develop as a result of a conflict between sensory input and expected
signals based on motor commands ("sensory conflict") [57]. These conflict signals are
continuously present, but normally subliminal - it is only during rapid and unusual
motions that they result in motion sickness. Sensory conflict arises in motion on Earth
(for example, reading a book while moving in a car), but is prevalent in spaceflight due to
the inherent differences between signal and expectation.
Bos and Bles attempted to develop a model that would predict the amount of
motion sickness for a given motion stimulus [141]. They found an exponential increase
in motion sickness incidence (MSI) for a given increase in sensory conflict level,
demonstrating that motion sickness incidence was not based on a linear increase of
sensory conflict, but rather a square of the conflict.
Otolith tilt-translation reinterpretation (OTTR), first proposed by Young et al. in
the 1980s, was the first widely-accepted hypothesis that suggested a mechanism of how
vestibular signals were reinterpreted in the microgravity of spaceflight [10, 99]. OTTR
suggests that, in absence of a significant, measurable, and consistent external gravity
vector, low-frequency otolith signals are interpreted as linear accelerations following an
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adaptation period of several days. On return to Earth-gravity, components of the G
vector are interpreted as linear acceleration until re-adaptation to Earth gravity has
occurred. An astronaut adapted to a microgravity environment thus experiences illusory
translation on return to Earth.
A complementary but not exclusionary hypothesis, rotational otolith tilt-
translation reinterpretation (ROTTR) recognizes the importance of rotational cues by
suggesting that the neural networks that control vestibular interpretation become adapted
to the microgravity environment in order to correctly reinterpret combinations of
translational and rotational motions [27]. On return to Earth, until re-adaptation occurs,
ROTTR proposes that a misperception of the direction of gravity results in a component
of gravity being misperceived as acceleration. This can lead to illusory tilt or translation
in either direction on return to Earth after prolonged exposure to microgravity.
Spaceflight does not seem to change thresholds for detection of whole-body
angular acceleration, although there is some evidence for an increase in the variability
and levels of thresholds for the detection of linear accelerations [85]. It is likely that this
decrease in sensitivity arises from a re-weighting of sensory signals in favour of other
cues as opposed to otolithic information.
In addition to a re-interpretation of vestibular cues, there is a tendency to favour
an increased reliance on visual and somatosensory cues. Black et al. tested 23 astronauts
following spaceflight and found a heightened post-flight reliance on visual and
somatosensory orientation cues in addition to difficulties with balance, gait, and gaze
control [142]. The effects of spaceflight adaptation disappeared 4-8 days after return to
Earth. Subjects tested on landing day exhibited significant decrements in their ability to
control roll tilts in dark, but not in the light - suggesting addition of visual stimulus
corrected reports [35].
The re-adaptation to Earth gravity begins as soon as the astronauts return to Earth.
Suppression of VOR during pitch post-flight suggested an increased role of vision early
in flight and immediately post-flight, when visual cues are less reliable. Subjects adopted
neural strategies to re-weight their visual, vestibular, and somatosensory cues based on
estimated reliability [136].
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Bles et al. tested subjects in hypergravity on a centrifuge to determine if they
could recreate the same adaptation seen in space sickness [143]. Earth-sickness
symptoms were apparent after sustained exposure to a higher gravitational level (i.e. 3G
on a centrifuge), even after cessation of motion. The symptoms lasted for several hours
after 90 minutes of centrifugation, demonstrating that hypergravity can be used as a
partial analogue for spaceflight adaptation. In general, susceptibility to Earth sickness
was correlated with space sickness. It seems that space sickness is not a unique feature of
microgravity, but rather a general re-adaptation strategy to an altered gravity environment
[42].
A.4 Errors in Visual Line-Setting Tasks
Is the visual-vestibular interaction different when the subject is performing active
rather than passive motions? Van Beuzekom and Mendendorp examined if actively
tilting subjects still demonstrate an Aubert effect, and found that actively laterally tilted
subjects showed no sign of improvement: they still exhibited the same pattern of
systematic underestimation errors when setting a luminous line to direction of gravity
[20, 38]. In effect, the subjects appeared to have a nearly veridical perception of their
body orientation in space, but large consistent errors in judging direction in external
space. They suggested that the universally observed systematic errors in external space
perception were a result of the line setting task. This task is more complicated than it
first seems: the brain needs to perform several simultaneous functions. Firstly, it needs a
precise estimate of the head orientation. Additionally, it needs to asses orientation of
luminous line relative to vertical meridian of retina. Finally, since roll tilt leads to eye
torsion, this needs to be compensated for. In effect, it requires three computations:
L = R + H + E, (A.1)
where L is the neural representation of line, R is the neural representation of the
orientation on retina, H is the neural correlate of head tilt, and E is the efference copy of
eye torsion. Each is corrupted by independent noise, and thus one seemingly simple task
becomes three. These systematic errors may be linked to nonlinear processing of the
saccular afferents [19]. There may also be a zero tilt prior from daily life that could be
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weighted differently for tilt estimation and line-setting tasks. Importance of this prior
depends on cost of error. For the line setting task, there is little cost of error, so more
emphasis could be placed on the prior. Conversely, there is a higher cost of
misestimating actual self-body tilt, so there is more reliance on sensory information than
prior, regardless of noise.
A.5 Bayesian Estimation Models
Bayesian models apply statistically optimal estimation techniques to directly
resolve the most likely system state in the presence of noisy signals using Bayesian
inference:
P(OIS) = (P(SIO) P(O))/P(S), (A.2)
where O = orientation, and S = sensory input.
The posterior probability distribution P(OIS) gives the probability of each state,
while the prior distribution P(SIO)P(O) represents pre-existing knowledge or experience.
In Bayesian terms, a near-threshold signal would have a higher variance, so its posterior
weighting would be low. The combined estimate is influenced most by least variable of
likelihoods, while the most reliable is largest contributor. Additionally, the variance of
the posterior is guaranteed to be lower than the variance of any individual estimate [144].
Bayesian models that include vision suggest that confirming cues reduce variance and
improve estimates while cue conflicts lead to higher variance and more noisy estimates
[145]. The relative influence of a cue determines its weighting in the model.
A.6 Kalman Filter Models
Kalman filters are efficient recursive filters that estimate the state of a linear
dynamic system from a series of noisy measurements. First applied to guidance and
navigation [146], Borah, Young, and Curry [86, 124] developed the first version for
orientation perception. Incorporating vestibular and visual cues, it was applied to predict
responses to a number of motion paradigms including vection, yaw rotation, and
sustained linear acceleration. Extended Kalman Filters have also been developed,
although these have encountered difficulties with numerical instabilities in quaternion
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estimation [147, 148]. There is even some evidence that neural networks may actually
use a technique similar to Kalman filters [149].
Kalman filters are an application of maximum likelihood estimation (as opposed
to least-squares) [150]. Whereas least squares fits a curve to the available data in such a
way as to minimize sum of the squares of the residuals, maximum likelihood introduces a
weighting error based on process and measurement noise. As a result, maximum
likelihood will never introduce system errors statistically larger than the errors prior to
making the estimate. An estimate is initialized based on prior knowledge of system
characteristics, and the covariance is extrapolated to compute the optimum coefficient
weighting.
Rudolf Kalman first solved the non-linear Riccati differential equation in 1961
[146]. Unlike in the observer model where the developer must decide and tune the
feedback gains, a Kalman filter thus computes the optimal gain to use to find the best
estimate given a noisy input signal [4].
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Appendix B: MEEI Tilt Device
This section describes the configuration, capabilities, and limits of the
Massachusetts Eye and Eye Infirmary (MEEI) tilt device, a motorized, servo-controlled
swing built by Neurokinetics, Inc. in Pittsburgh, PA. The motion profiles that will be
used in the experiments will also be described - in particular the "nulling profile", where
the inter-aural and radial shear forces are cancelled out by sinusoidal rotation of the G
vector and radial axis translation.
The MEEI tilt device is capable of linear motion along the radial axis (translation)
as well as tilt motion about the center of rotation, as shown in Figure Bl. Subjects are
restrained by side clamps, a 5 point harness, and by an MRI shoulder and head mask
(Aquaplast, Inc. thermoplastic 4.8mm disposable S-frame: part number RT-1992SD)
individually moulded to each subject, which minimizes head movement. The maximum
angle (to either side) is around 300 and the maximum tilt frequency is around 1 Hz
(depending somewhat on angle; the frequency characteristics are covered in more detail
later). Provided the acceleration and velocity do not exceed around 5 cm/s2 and 10 cm/s
respectively, and the frequency is below 2 Hz, there is no limit on translational motion
beyond the absolute limits of about 25 cm above the center of rotation and 1.25 m below
the center of rotation.
A subject's ear center can be either above the center of rotation (by up to 25 cm),
at the center of rotation, or below the center of rotation (by up to 125 cm), as shown in
Figure B2 These experiments will test the ability of subjects to distinguish motion and
head position during tilt, translation, and combined tilt and translation at a range of radial
positions with conflicting or ambiguous vestibular and visual cues.
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Figure B2. The three possible vertical head positions (subject in pitch).
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B.2 Theoretical Basis for the "Nulling" and "Doubling" Profiles
A head-centered roll tilt induces a y-axis gravitational force component and also
simultaneously attenuates the z-axis force and introduces a semicircular canal cue
indicating roll rotation. When the head is displaced from the rotation axis (approximating
the oscillatory motion of a playground swing), the head is both tilted and translated,
which yields time-varying y-axis accelerations, y-axis gravitational forces, z-axis
accelerations, z-axis gravitational forces, and roll canal cues. When this motion is
sinusoidal, it is possible to choose paired sets of frequencies and radial arm lengths such
that the y-axis force from the linear acceleration opposes the y-axis component of gravity.
With a frequency of 0.45 Hz, a peak tilt angle of 100, and a subject's ear 122 cm below
the rotation center (-122 cm), the sum is reduced below the 5 mG perceptual threshold
level reported by Benson et al. [49]. The y-axis force is thus perceptually "nulled", and
the only remaining cues are the modulating z-axis forces and semicircular canal rotation
cues (Figure B3).
Additionally, for some trials we applied a phase-locked sinusoidal radial
translation at twice the frequency of the tilt stimuli such that the z-axis otolith signal was
also "nulled" below the threshold of detection, and only the semicircular canal rotational
signal was super-threshold. For other trials, we reversed the phase of this radial
translation, so that the z-axis force was "doubled".
Motion must initiate from zero velocity and zero acceleration, and for sine waves
velocity must be 90* out of phase with acceleration. Therefore, either acceleration or
velocity must be discontinuous if steady-state motion commenced from a stop. We
eliminated this discontinuity by multiplying the sinusoidal velocity by a linear ramp with
an initial value of zero and a value of 1 when the steady-state began.
If the duration of the ramp-up period is limited to a positive integer number of
half-cycles, a number of simplifying characteristics emerge: specifically, the position,
velocity, and acceleration are all "continuous". All motion profiles in this experiment
were ramped up from zero to eliminate any supra-threshold discontinuities; each profile
lasted 50 ramp-up, 80 steady-state, and 50 ramp-down cycles. The steady-state tilt angle
was 10, giving a peak angular velocity of 27 "/s.
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The steady-state y-axis gravitational force measured by the otolith organs can be
expressed as gy(t) = -G sin[Omax cos(Ct)] z [-G 0 max cos(wt)] by Taylor series expansion
for small angles, where G is -9.8 m/s 2, 0max is the maximum tilt angle (10"), co is the roll
frequency (co = 2 f), and fis the oscillation frequency. The tangential acceleration varies
with radial distance from the rotation axis, and can be expressed as ay(t) = -R ®max
c2 cos(cot), where R is the radial distance between the rotation axis and ear level. When
the head is below the axis of rotation, the tangential acceleration approximately cancels
the y-axis gravitational force (ay = gy) when R= -G/(co) 2 . This gives a radius of R= -1.22
m for 0.45 Hz, and R= -0.38 m for 0.8 Hz.
In addition to the y-axis force, the otoliths measure a z-axis component of the GIF
which is composed of components from gravity and the centripetal acceleration in the
steady-state. The z-axis gravitational force variation can be expressed as gz(t) = -G
cos[Omax cos(ot)], which for small angles can be simplified by 2nd order Taylor series
expansion as gz(t) = -G {1 - 1/4 Omax2 [I+cos (2Wt)]}. The centripetal acceleration can
be expressed as az(t) = -R (Co 0max) 2 1/2 [1-Cos (2wot), so that combined force per unit mass
is fz(t) = gz(t) - az(t) = [1/2 R (o max)2 - G (1 - /4 Omax2 )] + [G 1/4 max2 - 2 R (0) Omax)2]
cos(2 cot). The time-invariant DC component [1/2 R (o -max)2 - G (1 - ®max2)] in this
case is approximately -1.008 G (-9.88 m/s 2), and the time-varying component [G 14 Omax2
- 2 R (c Omax)2] has an amplitude of approximately 0.023 G (0.23 m/s2 ) for 0.45 Hz.
It is not possible to eliminate this z-axis GIF because the contribution from
gravity and centripetal acceleration will always be in the same direction. However, it is
possible to add an additional z-axis acceleration component to interfere with the
sinusoidal variation in GIF. This complementary radial motion contributes maximum
accelerations upwards and downwards at the swing endpoints, and center, respectively.
This makes the z-axis acceleration profile remain constant near the average of the z-axis
GIF (i.e, effectively nulling the variation in GIF.
With the z-axis force doubling profile, instead of nulling the z-axis GIF, the z-axis
GIF variation from the swing midpoint to center was doubled. Note that the swing-only,
z-axis shear force nulling, and z-axis shear force doubling profiles all have the same
average z-axis force measured by the otoliths; only the variation changes. The doubling
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profile introduces z-axis GIF variation amplitudes of
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Figure B3. Variation of inter-aural shear force by distance from center of rotation for
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B.3 Simulation of the Nulling Profiles
We used a Matlab program to simulate the ramp-up and steady-state y- and z- axis
force components of the nulling profiles. The resulting simulated inter-aural and radial
accelerations of the profiles are shown in Figures B4-B7. They demonstrate a reduction
of steady-state GIF amplitude variation to below 5 mG in all cases.
Figure B4. Simulated y-axis acceleration vs. time of the 0.45 Hz nulling profile. The peak tilt angle is 10
,
and the radial position is -122 cm.
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Figure B5. Simulated z-axis acceleration vs. time of the 0.45 Hz nulling profile. The peak tilt angle is 10",
and the radial position is -122 cm.
Figure B6. Simulated y-axis acceleration vs. time of the 0.8 Hz nulling profile. The peak tilt angle is 10,
and the radial position is -38 cm.
Figure B7. Simulated z-axis acceleration vs. time of the 0.8 Hz nulling profile. The peak tilt angle is 10',
and the radial position is -38 cm.
B.4 Experimental Verification of the Nulling Profiles
Next, we experimentally verified that the nulling profiles could actually be
reproduced by the tilt device. Linear variable differential transformers (LVDTs) were
used to measure the relative displacements of the translation and rotation axes,
confirming that the displacement sinusoids were in proper temporal alignment: i.e. the
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radial translation was at the bottom of its stroke exactly when the roll was at its maximum
angle on either side.
We fixed an accelerometer at the head center location, in order to measure the
radial and inter-aural accelerations. The accelerometer was a Dimension Engineering 14-
bit DE-ACCM2G, 2 axis, +/- 2g accelerometer with analog outputs. It had a sensitivity
of 750 mV/g, a bandwidth of 500 Hz, with an operating voltage of 3 to 5 V. The output
was ratiometric so that the output sensitivity (in mV/g) at the applied 5V as around
750mV/g, with the smallest measurable increment being about 2.5 mG. First, we
measured the motion characteristics of the tilt device. The accelerometer output for when
the structure was at rest (with the servos "on") was compared to when it was manually
excited with a gentle tap. The accelerometer was re-oriented to ensure that it registered
the same output in all orientations.
In order to characterise the dominant frequencies of structural excitation spectral
analyses were performed on the accelerometer output using fast fourier transforms (ffts).
Figures B8 and B9 show the resting and nulling ffts. (servos enabled) In addition to the
accelerations resulting from the commanded motion profiles, high frequency vibration
components were evident in all cases where the radial motion translation servo was
active. In fact, they were present even in the static case as soon as the servo was
switched on - and activation of the translation servo was invariably accompanied by an
audible hum. Similarly, there was a mechanical noise component generated by the radial
servo, although this was lower in magnitude.
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Although there were high frequency variations of significant acceleration (up to
10 mG peak-to-peak), these were at least five times the input motion frequency (around 5
and 15 Hz), and represented almost no actual translation. Additionally, since they were
not correlated with our input stimulus nor the motion of the tilt device, they should not
give the subjects any cues about the nature of their motion - rather they would only
signal the fact that the device has been activated, and would remain throughout the entire
experiment. They therefore can be discounted as motion cues (or at least be considered
to be non-directional in nature).
In order to determine the experimentally measured accelerations in the frequency
range of the commanded motion profiles, the accelerometer results were regressed to a
sum of sinusoids [A + B sin(ot) + C cost(ot)] at 0.45 Hz and 0.9 Hz. The results of these
regressions are shown in Figures B 10 and B11. As these figures show, the 0.45 Hz and
0.9 Hz components of acceleration (indeed of any accelerations near this frequency
range) match the simulated results well, and represent GIF variations that are below the
putative 5 mG perceptual level for the nulling profiles. Results were similar for the 0.8
Hz profiles. Note that the regression appears to match the measured acceleration much
more closely in the case of the doubled z-axis force (Figure B 11) because the magnitude
is much higher - and thus the constant variation appears relatively much smaller. Figure
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Figure B10. Y-axis steady-state acceleration regressed to 0.45 Hz sinusoid (left) and z-axis steady-state
acceleration regressed to 0.9 Hz sinusoid (fight) for the z-axis GIF nulling profile
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Figure B11. Y-axis steady-state acceleration regressed to 0.45 Hz sinusoid (left) and z-axis steady-state




Figure B12. Sinusoids regressed to accelerometer measurements of the four motion profiles for the 0.45 Hz
paradigms: head center (thick line), swing-only y-axis nulling (solid line), z-axis nulling (dotted line), and
z-axis doubling (dashed line).
What about other non-structural sources of signal noise? With a resolution of 2.5
mG, the discrimination of the accelerometer is fairly close to the signal we are attempting
to measure (5 mG). We would thus expect fluctuations in the 2.5 mG range to be normal
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very small signal, and the accelerometer used was among the most sensitive of off-the-
shelf models. Non-mechanical random background noise would also likely account for
very little acceleration measurement fluctuations. The random noise generated by
background voltage and temperature fluctuations, or "Johnson" noise, is:
Thermal (Johnson) noise at (10 gtV white noise / 10 V range) 4 G - 4 gtG noise.
Resolution 16 bit 4G/216 - 62 pG resolution.
This gives an ambient noise of less than 0.2 ptG when there is no motion, which
confirms that most of the noise is structural and not electronic or measurement noise -
indeed, background noise would account for less than 3% of the total.
B.5 Sensitivity
The y-axis nulling profile and the z-axis nulling and doubling profiles require
very precise alignment and timing. Even a slight misalignment (less than half a degree or
a single centimeter) could make a tremendous difference of several times the threshold
for accelerometer tests or for subject motion perception. Sensitivity tests were performed
to determine which characteristics were most likely to increase the acceleration.
The profile is particularly sensitive to:
* tilt center - the tilt must be absolutely symmetric on either side,
* tilt angle (10 degrees per side),
* radial translation (6.38 mm),
* tilt and translation frequency (0.45045 Hz and 0.9009 Hz),
* tilt delay (16.54 s - this affects the relative phase of tilt and translation), and
* horizontal position of the accelerometer (or subject - exactly along the radial
axis).
The profile is not nearly as sensitive to certain other features, such as distance of
the center of rotation from the head center, although this does have a significant effect.
B.6 Tilt Device Frequency Response
The radial and shear force nulling tilt and translation protocol was determined
through simulation, but to reproduce it with the motion of the tilt device, it was first
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necessary to characterize the frequency response of the tilt and translation modes of the
device. Initially, the frequency response was analyzed using accelerations and converting
to position responses since this data was more readily available. However, this resulted
in large errors, particularly at low frequencies. It is also possible that the device
responses are not perfect sinusoids, which would invalidate this method.
An example of the position response of the device is shown in Figure B13. It
shows the maximum tilt angle, maximum translational position, and the input response
signal.
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Figure B13. Angular tilt and radial position vs. time for the y-axis nulling protocol
In order to characterize the frequency response of the device, it was run with tilt
and then translation independently (by deactivating the other servo) at the frequencies
shown in Table 1. The maximum position response was then plotted vs. frequency for
each case, yielding the Bode plot responses shown in Figures B14 and B15.
Table 1. Fre uencies tested
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Figure B15. Radial frequency response
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B.7 Sensitivity to Magnitude
The tilt and translation protocols were run at 1Hz to determine if the frequency
response would vary with magnitude. The magnitude ratio was not found to vary with
commanded amplitude, indicating that these frequency responses should be relatively
consistent for all magnitudes (at least at frequencies significantly lower than the corner
frequencies).
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Appendix C: Informed Consent
MASSACHUSETTS EYE & EAR INFIRMARY
INFORMED CONSENT
TITLE: Decoding Graviceptors, Sensory and Nonsensory Influences
INVESTIGATOR: Daniel M. Merfeld, Ph.D.
DESCRIPTION AND EXPLANATION OF PROCEDURES:
The purpose of this study is to learn how information from different sensory systems,
including the vestibular system (that portion of the inner ear which measures both motion
and orientation of the head), is used by the brain to control balance and posture, to control
eye movements, and to determine cognitive perceptions of tilt and motion. You have
been invited to participate in this research study because you volunteered. You will be
asked to participate in one or more of the following test sessions, which require between
1 and 3 hours each. You will be informed of the expected test duration in advance.
Clinical Screening Test Session
The clinical screening test session consists of the following three tests.
1. Dynamic Posture Testing: In this test, you will be asked to stand on a platform
surrounded by a box providing a visual field. During testing the platform and/or the
visual field may move. Your responses to these movements will be measured. The
forces you exert on the platform will be measured by pressure sensors in the platform.
Your body movements will be directly measured by belts attached to your hips and
shoulders.
2. Rotation Testing: In this test, identical to the clinical examination performed on
patients, you will be seated in a rotation chair which will swivel from side to side like
an office chair. Some parts of the test will be done in the dark. During other parts you
will look at a moving or stationary lighted pattern. Small electrodes placed on the skin
around your eyes will record your eye movements during the test.
3. Electronystagmography (ENG) Testing: This test, which is identical to a widely
used clinical examination, has several parts. Small electrodes placed on the skin
around your eyes will record your eye movements during each of the following tests.
We will test your ability to follow a moving target with your eyes and measure your
eye movements while your head and body are placed in different positions. In the
caloric test a small balloon will be placed in your ear canal and your eye movements
will be monitored while warm or cool water is circulated through the balloon. In the
Hallpike test you will be moved rapidly from a sitting position to one in which you are
reclining with your head hanging slightly over the edge of the examination table, while
your eye movements are measured.
Motion Test Sessions
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You will be seated in a chair that is mounted on a short arm extending from a motor.
While seated in the chair, you may be moved in a variety of directions. You may be:
1) Tilted. If you are tilted, you will never be tilted more than 90"; that is, your head
will never be lower than your feet.
2) Translated. If you are translated, the total controlled acceleration will never
exceed 1 G; that is, the controlled acceleration of your head will never exceed the
acceleration that you experience when you jump off a chair onto the floor.
3) Rotated. If you are rotated, the rotation will occur around the axis that extends
from your head to your toes.
4) Tilted, Translated, and/or Rotated. In other words, the tilt, translation, and
rotation described above may be combined.
Some of these movements will be done in the dark; others will be done while you look at
a moving or stationary visual pattern. During motion, the various cues that are provided
may cause your nervous system to adapt for a short time, which means that the way that
your brain combines motion cues may be changed for a little while. During some parts of
the experiment, you may be asked to imagine a visual scene. You may be asked to
provide subjective indications of your motion and orientation.
RISKS AND DISCOMFORTS:
Some of the tests may cause symptoms of nausea, dizziness, and motion sickness. These
symptoms almost always go away quickly once testing has stopped.
A few of the tests may lead to adaptive changes in the way you respond to motion. Any
such changes are unlikely to be troublesome and are not likely to last more than a couple
of hours. We ask that you not operate heavy equipment (e.g., drive a car) for 2 hours
following any test that causes adaptation. If you don't feel "right" after testing, do not
operate any heavy equipment and immediately let us know how you feel.
The thermoplastic mask you may wear to secure your head may be uncomfortable. This
discomfort is minimized by molding the mask to the face. The mask may leave marks on
your face, but these marks should disappear within an hour after testing.
There is a very small risk that a malfunction of measurement electronics could cause you
to receive a minor electrical shock (tingling) from one of the recording electrodes. Even
if this should occur, you would not be injured because the equipment has been designed
to produce very little electrical current.
During these tests in which you or the test equipment are moving, there is a small risk
that the motion may become excessive or unsafe. This is very unlikely, since the motion
you will experience is limited to lower velocities than are typically experienced on a
swing or merry-go-round. Furthermore, risk is minimized because your body and your
head are restrained. Furthermore, the equipment has been designed to stop if motions
become excessive or unsafe, or if there is a power failure.
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During the tests involving the platform there is a risk that you may fall. Injury from a fall
is prevented by having you wear a safety harness, supported by a ceiling hook. In
addition, a technician stands behind you throughout the test.
There is a very small risk of stress to your neck or back resulting from the rapid position
change during the clinical Electronystagmography (ENG) Testing. This is a standard
clinical test and the risk is extremely small unless you have back or neck problems. If
you have a history of neck or back problems, this test will not be performed.
POTENTIAL BENEFITS:
You will not personally benefit from participating in this study. However, by serving as
a subject, you will contribute new information, which may benefit patients in the future.
ALTERNATIVES:
You may choose not to participate in this study.
CONFIDENTIALITY:
Information derived from this study will be used for research purposes, which may
include publication and teaching. Your identity will be kept confidential.
RIGHT TO WITHDRAW:
Your participation in this study is entirely voluntary, and you may withdraw from the study
even after signing this consent. The quality of care you will receive at the Massachusetts Eye
& Ear Infirmary will not be affected in any way, if you decide not to participate or if you
withdraw from the study.
COMPENSATION:
In the unlikely event that you should be injured as a direct result of this study, you will be
provided with emergency medical treatment at the Massachusetts Eye & Ear Infirmary
Emergency Room. This treatment does not imply any negligence on the part of the
Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary or any of the physicians involved. When applicable,
the Massachusetts Eye & Ear Infirmary reserves the right to bill third party payers for any
emergency services rendered. The Massachusetts Eye & Ear Infirmary does not have any
program to provide compensation as a result of any injuries. You should understand that by
agreeing to participate in this study, you are not waiving any of your legal rights.
RIGHT TO ASK QUESTIONS:
You are free to ask any questions that you may have about the study or your treatment as
a research subject. Further information about any aspect of this study is available now or
at any time during the course of the study from the principal investigator, Dr. Daniel M.
Merfeld at 617-573-5595. Additionally, you may contact the Office of the Director of
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Research Administration, at 617-573-3009, if you have any questions or concerns about
your treatment as a research subject.
COSTS:
For the clinical test session, you will be compensated $50. For the test sessions, you will
be compensated at a rate of $25/hr. For each session, you will also receive an additional
$6 to help cover costs of any and all incidental expenses (subway, parking, etc.).
CONSENT:
The purpose and procedures of this research project with its possible risks and benefits
have been fully and adequately explained to me, and I understand them. I voluntarily
agree to participate as a subject in the research project, and understand that by signing this












APPENDIX D: MEASUREMENT QUESTIONAIRE
Appendix D: Measurement Questionnaire
Name: Height: ft in
Date of Birth: Weight: lbs
Gender:
Please visually estimate the length/angle of the following objects (inches or degrees):
1) Rod: in
2) Mop handle: in
3) Screwdriver: in
4) Wrench: in
5) Height of the ceiling: in






I d / I
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Blindfold subjects and ask them (then measure, and correct them):
What is your best guess of the length/distance/angle of (inches or degrees):
1) Your ear-to-ear head width (just behind ears at the skull): in
2) Your chin-to-top head height: in
3) Your chin to the bridge of your nose: in
4) Your arm span if stretched out as far as possible parallel to the floor (standing): in
5) Your chin to center of knee distance (standing): in
6) Your bridge of nose to the tip of your fingers if stretched straight up above your head:
in
7) Your foot length: in
8) Your maximum handspan: in
9) Your arms-down shoulder breadth: in
10) The maximum angle you can make with you index and middle finger (with your hand flat
on a table without pulling them): _ degrees
11) The minimum angle you can make with your forearm: degrees
12) The maximum you can tilt your head straight to the side with your back against the wall:
__ 
degrees
13) With your shoulders relaxed and arms straight with your hands resting at the top of your
hips, the angle your arm makes: degrees
What strategies did you use?:
Other comments:
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Appendix E: Motion Experience Questionaire
1. Have you ever flown in an aircraft? Y N (Please circle your answer)
la. If yes, please estimate the number of times: (Please circle your answer)
In your lifetime? 0 times 1-10 times 11-50 times > 51 times
In the last month? 0 times 1-2 times 3-5 times > 5 times
In the last week? 0 times 1 times 2 times > 2 times
lb. If yes, what type(s) of aircraft? (Please place a check next to all that apply)
Commercial Jetliner GA Aircraft (Cessna, Piper, etc.)
Helicopter Aerobatic Aircraft
Glider Other
2. Have you ever been on board a boat? Y N (Please circle your answer)
2a. If yes, please estimate the number of times: (Please circle your answer)
In your lifetime? 0 times 1-10times 11-50times > 51 times
In the last month? 0 times 1-2 times 3-5 times > 5 times
In the last week? 0 times 1 times 2 times > 2 times




3. Have you ever ridden an amusement park ride? Y N (Please circle your answer)
3a If yes, please estimate the number of times: (Please circle your answer)
In your lifetime? 0 times 1-10 times 11-50 times > 51 times
In the last month? 0 times 1-2 times 3-5 times > 5 times
In the last week? 0 times 1 times 2 times > 2 times
3b. If yes, what type(s) of rides? (Please place a check next to all that apply)
Roller Coaster Motion Simulator
Merry Go Round Other Rotating Rides
4. Have you ever ridden an active, motion-based simulators? Y N (Please circle your
answer)
4a. If yes, please estimate the number of times: (Please circle your answer)
In your lifetime? 0 times 1-10 times 11-50 times > 51 times
In the last month? 0 times 1-2 times 3-5 times > 5 times
In the last week? 0 times 1 times 2 times > 2 times
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5. Have you ever ridden in a high performance sports car? Y N (Please circle your
answer)
5a. If yes, please estimate the number of times: (Please circle your answer)
In your lifetime?
In the last month?
In the last week?
0 times 1-10 times
0 times 1-2 times








6. In the space below, please describe any other types of atypical motion you have
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Appendix F: Experiment 2 Post-test questionnaire
1. On a scale from 1-10*, how much were your
estimates influenced by the visual scenes?
2. On a scale from 1-10*, how were your estimates
influenced by an "internal sense"?
3. Did you use any other cues or strategies? If so, can
you describe them?
4. On a scale from 1-10* how would you rate your ability to
a. Angle? 1
b. Horizontal translation?
c. Distance from the center of rotation?
5. Did you perceive the visual background to be stable
(fixed in space)?
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
estimate:
234 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Yes no not sure
6. Do you feel that you performed better on some days
than others? If so, what factors might have contributed
to this?
*Note:
Scale of 1-10: global approximation of chance or frequency of correctness (within 5
inches or 2 degrees where appropriate). E.g. 4 indicates correct approximately 4 out of
10 times.
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Appendix H: Instructions to Subjects, Experiment 2
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I :ri t r o d u c t I 0-'1i
You are sitting on a device capable of mving motions and radial
translation.
You will be moved in the. dark for a series of motions.
For some motions, you will see a picture of motion on this
screen.
'Pry to imagine that you are looking through a porthole window
at the outside world.
You will be asked questions about your motion and be asked to
move the som atosensory bar in front of you.
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The tilt device ca perform tilts of p to 30 degrees t
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In front f you isa "somatosenory bar" hat you ca rotate t
room).
Le'spacic evlngth arfo om ifern oiettin
What -you will be askedltr~ll 111
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wihi 9 ou of 10 times.S
o e i y r a h t
but think that 9 out of ten times the correct answer should beW~~ll'CI1~~
betwen 5inchs an 20 nche, yo woud sa "S o 20
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i you need to stop
If you feet uncomfortable for any reason during the experiment,
lot me know immediately and I will stop the device and let you
out.
Also note that you can stop the device by pressing the red
buttons near your hands.
Try not to press these by accident, but please familiarize
yourself with their location.
Ouestions?
If you have any questions. you can ask now or at any time
during the experiment.
APPENDIX I: SYNCHRONIZATION OF THE VISUAL SCENE
Appendix I: Synchronization of the Visual Scene
(Experiment 2)
Since the visual scenes were pre-recorded, achieving a near-perfect phase-lock
with the actual motion for each trial was critical. Accurate timing of video playback
during the experiment was achieved by sending a precisely-timed electronic impulse
trigger from the tilt device control software to a custom modified computer mouse. This
mouse initiated video playback on the video player that was exactly coincident with the
tilt device motion for each trial.
The videos were synchronized with the electronic trigger as follows:
1. First, the visual scenes were recorded at each experimental radius using a Nikon
Coolpix 4500 4 megapixel camera mounted exactly at the subject head position. This
produced an orthoscopic image on the screen with a 45 degree AOV on the flatscreen
monitor.
2. The videos were encoded in Windows Media Player format with a frame rate of
30 frames per second (with each frame lasting 33.3 msec). Pilot tests with this format
demonstrated that videos would precisely maintain synchronization in real time
throughout playbacks of at least 15 minutes on the 1.86GHz Dual CPU Intel(R)
Pentium(R) used in the experiment.
3. The videos were edited by cutting out frames so that the first frame was almost
exactly coincident with the start of sinusoidal ramp-up motion.
4. Synchronization was fine-tuned and verified by recording a playback of the video
simultaneously with the actual motion. Any minor discrepancies between the two were
corrected by adjusting a delay in the initiation of the electronic trigger.
5. Step 4 was repeated until the discrepancy between the video playback and
synchronization was less than half a frame (around 17 msec).
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Appendix J: Subject Training
Before the first session of each experiment, the subjects were trained on twelve
representative motion profiles (6 in light followed by 6 in darkness) over the entire range
of radial distances and for peak tilt angles between 5 and 250, even though only 100 was
examined in the experiment (see Table 1). Before the second and third sessions, a shorter
training session consisting of 6 trials (3 light, 3 dark) was administered to re-familiarize
the subjects with the device capabilities and to recalibrate their reports of their perceived
motion.
The objective of training was to familiarize the subjects with the data recording
procedure and the capabilities of the device so that all subjects are starting with the same
arsenal of knowledge, and to train the subjects to correctly report their perception of
motion in inches. Subjects experienced similar motion ranges of roll tilt to those in the
experiment (but with larger and smaller angles) and were asked to estimate the magnitude
of the tilt and translation. They were corrected with verbal feedback after each motion.
Subjects were also asked to report their motion and adjust the somatosensory bar to
Earth-horizontal at all times. This familiarized the subjects with the capabilities and
ranges of the motion device, while simultaneously training them to more accurately
report their distance from center of rotation, horizontal translation, and roll tilt.
The training was successful in helping subjects to accurately report their
perceived motion in light and dark. The experienced subjects performed much better at
the start of training, but by the end all subjects were consistently reporting with less than
10% error in the dark (down from over 50% in some cases), except for questions 1 and 2
in the y-axis nulling cases (T3 and T8), as also observed during the experiment; see
results.
The training sessions revealed that subjects were able to veridically report angle
of tilt with very low reporting errors in the span of only a few sessions (see Table K 1 and
Figure K1 for an example of a typical naive subject's training performance). Horizontal
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translation reporting could be trained with a relatively short number of trials also,
although large errors remained at the y-axis nulling condition. Reporting of distance
from center of roll proved somewhat more difficult to train, and was aggravated by the
ambiguity near the y-axis nulling condition and the fact that humans also seem to
interpret infinite distance from a center of rotation the same as zero distance.
Table K1. Training results for one tyical naive subject
Re ortin errors durin rainin
CORm .... Horizontal Trans.in Anle
Order Actual Ri  Error% Actual Report Error Actual Rert Error%
1 -47.2 40 15 8.2 30 46 5 30 53
2 -47.2 -47 0 8.2 15 10 11
3 -47.2 -47 0 8.2 50 89 25 40 32
4 0 0 0 15 32 20 25 1
5 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 10 0
6 7.9 5 6 1.4 5 8 15 15 0
7 -15.7 -20 9 2.8 5 5 10 5 11
8 -7.9 -30 47 1.4 6 10 15 10 11
9 -31.5 -40 18 5.4 20 31 25 20 11
10 -47.2 -5 89 8.2 15 14 20 20 0
11 I 0 I3 6 0 0 0 15 15 0
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Figure K1. Training results by trial for one typical naive subject
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